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Rockin' On
Heaven's Door is
an action packed
touring Rock'n'Roll
show that covers all
the great rock
classics with
convincing portrayals
of musical giants Elvis
Presley, Chuck Berry, Buddy Holly and
Jerry Lee Lewis. Now in its 14th fantastic
year, Linda Gail Lewis joins the cast with
her daughter Annie Marie Dolan. Paul
Harris went along with his camera and we
present a selection of the resulting images.
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‘Buddy, Elvis, Chuck’ © Paul Harris
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‘Jerry Lee’
© Paul Harris

‘Elvis’ © Paul Harris
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Abraham Lincoln says:

“In the end, it's not the years
in your life that count. It's the
life in your years, so...
HOLD THE THIRD PAGE!”
Hi Gang
Welcome to Issue 66. Thank you all for joining us once again. It is on a far from happy note that I
commence my column as, since the last issue appeared on your screens or dropped upon your
doormats back in February, we have received sad news regarding a couple of very loyal subscribers.
On January 26th, Doug Shelley passed away after several years of very poor health following a series
of strokes. Doug had been a very loyal Woodie, attending all our January 2is Reunion Shows from their
inception back in 2006 with Skiffle 50 at the Water Rats through to the move to the 100 Club with the 2is
Reunion and the slightly later Rock’n’Roll Heritage Show. It was at No 4 in that series where we would
see Doug for the final time. Despite being very unsteady on his feet he was determined to join us and
have a rockin’ ball along with many of his friends whom Doug would bring along with him. Never one to
not let the good times roll, he joined us at TFTW parties at both the Inn On The Green at Portobello and
Kings Head, Marylebone. If you were at the first of TFTW’s outings to the British Library, Doug was there
too. An amusing and erudite writer of emails and letters, I will surely miss him.
Just a few weeks later we learnt of the passing of Bill Beard, a name that will be familiar to Rock’n’Roll
fans throughout the land and beyond who was so hugely influential in keeping the flame of Eddie
Cochran burning through his informative and long running fanzine 'The Cochran Connection' that finally
came to an end a little over eighteen months ago. Bill too attended our 2is Shows, and was a familiar
face at Hemsby, particularly if there was a Cochran connection to be gained from one of the many US
performers and musicians who have played at this, the Grandfather of all Rock’n’Roll Weekenders. It
was at this Norfolk institution that Bill interviewed me for inclusion in his fanzine some eleven years ago,
recalling the evening when my 14 year old self would unwittingly find his life changed forever after
witnessing Gene Vincent and Eddie Cochran at the Finsbury Park Empire. The bulk of that text, I am
pleased to say, found its way in to John Collis’ book that recounted that tour 'Rock’n’Roll
Revolutionaries'.
I spoke to Bill just a couple of weeks before the last 2is gig at the Borderline. Unaware of how ill he had
been, I was bit taken aback by the softness of his speaking. Despite that, Bill seemed to be in fine spirits
and was certainly very optimistic concerning his future. So it came as a considerable shock to learn from
his very good friend and rockin’ travelling companion to the United States, Marc Wise, that Bill had sadly
passed.
Tales From The Woods raises a glass to these two fine men who were not only loyal Woodies but did,
each in their own way, so much to keep the flame of the music we all love alight. One thing’s for sure
though… wherever they are they’re gonna be rockin'.
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Those of you who were fortunate enough to be present at the
Metro in London’s Oxford Street back in 2006 when Tales From
The Woods promoted blues harmonica virtuoso from Crowley,
Louisiana, Lazy Lester, won’t want to miss the opportunity to see
Lester back in action again when we present Lester at the Water
Rats, Kings Cross, this time in company, from the USA, of the
Bayou Brothers.
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Lazy Lester © Paul Harris

If you missed that great gig at the now sadly demolished Metro (yet another victim of Crossrail), you
certainly won’t want to miss out this time. Lester and the Bayou Brothers are undertaking an extensive
UK tour which takes in the Cambridge Folk Festival along with the Vintage Festival where by all accounts
he shares the headline slot with one time anarchist John Lyndon (formerly Rotten), original Sex Pistol,
better known in more recent times as television’s foremost butter salesman.
This will be Lester and the Bayou Brothers’ only London and Home Counties gig, so you need to keep
your eyes set on our website for further details and ticket advice, along with our regular round-robin
information service. Don’t miss it folks; like last time, it is guaranteed to be something very special.
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If you are a regular to our gang meet ups no doubt you can’t help but notice the many new faces that
continue to join us each month. We’re certainly pleased to add a few young ladies to our numbers who
have joined us at the meet ups, dispelling the myth that we are just a bunch of anoraks who sit around
discussing matrix numbers all evening. No, no definitely not; the conversations are indeed as varied as
the restaurants chosen by our hard working Social Secretary John Jolliffe. Likewise the Thursday Club
that, at the time of writing, is getting under way again as the season of places to visit for the Woodies
amongst us who are either retired, between jobs or indeed unemployable for totally different reasons,
opens up.
The first of 2012 took place on 14th March with a well-attended visit to Chislehurst Caves, not too far
from TFTW HQ. Despite it being on my doorstep, like many of you a lot of water has passed under the
bridge since my last visit. Some of you luckier ones may recall attending gigs in the caves in its heyday
as a live music venue.
Whilst on the subject of music venues of the past, does anyone remember the Iron Curtain Club? By all
accounts it was located in the St Mary Cray area which is, or was, the industrial heart of Orpington, Kent.
A local Woodie makes this enquiry as he would be grateful if anyone could offer their memories of this
long vanished venue, or maybe as a struggling young musician full of energy and enthusiasm you may
even have played there, circa 62/63 [ish]. We certainly look forward to hearing your stories.
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Now and again it is certainly both good and encouraging to hear when
the comparatively little man wins out against the all-powerful corporation
when just a little taste can confront the totally tasteless head on and
come out on top, Such is the case of Gaby's Deli in Charing Cross Road,
renowned for serving the best salt beef sandwiches amongst a variety
of quality inexpensive meals since 1964.
We reported back in Issue 63 in this column how Westminster Council
were allowing the landowners to force Gaby’s out of business to make
way for another characterless chain restaurant enterprise to occupy the
premises. Soon they found a champion in the theatrical community who
have eaten there before shows and between rehearsals for decades;
the word of outrage spread thick and fast finding supportive articles in national newspapers such as the
Guardian and street freebies Metro and Standard.
The outcome of opinion came down firmly on the side of Gaby's, landlords backing down with their tails
between their legs. Excellent. We are certainly proud here at Tales From The Woods that we were the
first to report on the inoffensive little business in the heart of the capital’s Theatre Land’s stand for justice
before the organs of considerably more power could put it to good purpose.
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RHYTHM RIOT RAMBLERS GRAND JAMBOREE
19th November 2011 Camber Sands
The last few years after each of the acclaimed Rhythm Riots the buzz word amongst the lucky Woodies
who attended were all about those Saturday afternoons in the somewhat confined space of a chalet for
five, bursting further at the seams each year with specially invited folks to sit in to play an instrument if
you can, to sing along if you can, if not just clap your hands in time and stomp your feet to this annual
hoe-down.
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As an absentee from Rhythm Riot for what must be five years, I was sure that it was going to be one of
the highlights of the weekend for reasons that will become blatantly clear as you read on. Not only was
it indeed a highlight, it exceeded all expectations.
I arrived at the action packed chalet No 97 a little after 1pm when the party had already begun. Brian
'Bunter Clark sat with his snare drum between his knees and his ear to ear grin indicated that we were
going to have an instant ball. To his right John Spencely sat with his guitar picking a tune whilst perched
in front of the window was Ken Major with his trusty tea chest bass that he once played as a boy in short
trousers and cap in the 'Chase Side Valley Stompers' way back in the year of ‘57 when Skiffle was
young. Sat upon a chair to his left, guitar at the ready was Ralph Edwards who has played on many a
Woodie show both private and commercial. He would indeed render a tune from his catalogue of old
blues, folk tunes and old timey country over the coming few hours that just seemed to fly like the wind.
Gonna Find Me A Bluebird, I Don’t Hurt Anymore - Marvin Rainwater & Hank Snow respectively. The
George Jones song book was visited with He Stopped Loving Her Today', the tear jerker Seven Spanish
Angels courtesy of Willie Nelson & Ray Charles in the same mould, the wonderful old Shelton
Brothers/Doc Watson classic Meet Me Somewhere In Your Dreams.
Photographer Paul Harris was there recording the event for posterity, as he
has done for so many Tales From The Woods events both past and present.
Dickie Tapp, right hand man of the bible of the blues, Juke Blues, was there
too. Bill 'Rocket’ Haynes, a regular guest on Dell Richardson’s Good Rockin’
Tonight on Radio Caroline, he was there for a while plucking the string of that
vintage tea chest bass as did that fountain of knowledge of these islands’
music scene, Darren Vidler.
A chance for me to meet up with a couple of loyal
Woodies from Alabama over here for the first time and
having a ball, Jay McCaddin and Paula. Indeed such
a pleasure to be in the company of such a lovely © Paul Harris
couple. TFTW’s man of jazz traditional Ian McNeil,
yep he was there too. The man with the best barnet in
the Woodies, Paul Waring, he popped in and out a time or two as well. [For the
benefit of non-cockneys and in particular our American and European
subscribers a barnet is slang for a cool/sharp hair style] (it’s actually rhyming
slang for Barnet Fair - hair - H)

Jay & Paula
© Jay McCaddin

Prior to the Tales From The Woods Stomping Tour 2010, the aforementioned
Woodie Jay McCaddin asked Ken Major If he would like the contact details of
Jivin’ Gene. Ken, as many of you both know and have experienced, has so
expertly organized the near annual trips to the USA since 1994 so I’ll let our
membership secretary take up the story as he was there and very much
responsible for bringing Jivin’ Gene to the notice of UK promoters.

"Yes, obviously I was interested. Soon the stomping group found itself invited at Gene’s behest to the
'Museum Of The Gulf Coast' in Texas, to view its Rock’n’Roll memorabilia and then on to a dance where
Gene performed with Ken Marvel, a friend and fellow musician who
backs Gene up on his CD with his own band.
“Once back in the UK I distributed Gene and Ken Marvel’s CDs plus
much magazine, radio promotion and publicity. Soon potential UK gigs
beckoned; Hemsby never came about, but of course the Rhythm Riot
did.
“After the hugely successful UK debut at Camber, Gene with his wife
Connie and daughter Elizabeth spent a few days in London including
taking a ride on an open top tourist bus. Gene and Ken remain great
friends and avid Woodie supporters. Back to you now Keith.”

© Ken Major

Thanks Ken. We pretty much knew that Gene would be popping in to have a natter, a photo call or two,
a cup of English tea no doubt. What we never dreamt was that we would be treated to an informal set
by this swamp pop hero from Louisiana.
5

Once introductions and shaking of hands, peck on the cheek for the ladies
was completed, Gene sat on a chair, glanced across to Ralph, John and
Brian B; and then we were into Sea Cruise. Gene like the song was
coming more alive, more relaxed with each passing line, with much
clapping of hands in time and those ever present Woodie grins. Ain’t no
stopping now as we visit one of Gene’s hero the great Big Joe Turner, Flip,
Flop & Fly, by now gently rockin’ to and fro in the chair, the half empty
bottle of mineral water clasped in his hand became a substitute mike.
Jimmy Reed’s Bright Lights Big City gave our lead guitarist John Spencely
an opportunity to stretch out on a blues lick or two, with a whoop and a
holler or two from the blues loving boy from old Bromley town.
Smiley Lewis’ One Night Of Sin… you know what, I watched the DVD of
this an evening or two back as I prepared this article. Was it as good as I
© Paul Harris
remembered? You bet it was… in fact it was better. Gene’s own Going
Out With The Tide marvellous. What more can be said? Ralph handed
Gene his guitar, treating us to a little Jimmy Rodgers’ Blue Yodel No 1, before up pops one of those
songs that, in the right hands, sends a shiver up the neck bone; the Chuck Willis classic What Am I Living
For. In a Similar vein with If You Wanna Leave done like a swamp pop legend would. Fats of course,
you can’t ever leave one of New Orleans’ most famous residents out, Hello Josephine. Soon I am going
to exhaust superlatives to describe this afternoon; it was just one of those magical events unplanned
and unscripted that could never be repeated. Gene along with his family left to unwind and have a bite
to eat to the strains of John Spencely and Ralph Edwards getting their tonsils and fingers around
Rock'n'Roll Ruby.
Other memories of that afternoon; John’s fond nod to the guitar hoodlum Link Wray with his most famous
tune Rumble; Ralph visiting Hank Williams Snr’s Tear In My Beer and Woodie Guthrie’s Do Re Mi; the
Carter Family’s Gold Watch And Chain. Hey this is beginning to sound like a roots music history lesson.
That’s exactly what it was and that is why Tales From The Woods exists.
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
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As many of you may know, arguably the UK's finest and most knowledgeable expert on all things
Rockabilly, Tony Wilkinson, has been experiencing very poor health of late, undergoing chemotherapy
for a cancer that has been plaguing previously his tongue and now lymph glands. I spoke to Tony a short
while before typing this piece asking him if he would like his present health situation to be known through
the pages of Tales From The Woods. He was happy for me to do so and I am also pleased to say Tony
is in fine spirits and optimistic for the future. I am sure you will all want to join us in wishing Tony a very
speedy recovery regardless of whether you know him personally or simply through reputation. Tony, we
look forward to seeing you up on your feet taking your rightful place in the crowd, notepad and pencil at
the ready, at a rockin’ event in the near future.
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Bad news rarely travels alone and certainly that is the case in this issue as it is yet again confronted with
the sad duty of reporting on the ill health of a person whom, although not a subscriber to TFTW, is known
to many of its protagonists. That is Keith Johnson, a man who loved New Orleans so much he set up
a semi-permanent home there, a familiar and much loved face at Irma Thomas’ club the Lion’s Den that
sadly fell victim to hurricane Katrina. Keith, despite being wheelchair bound, bravely travelled up from
his Southend home to sit in the front row of Irma’s show at London’s Barbican Hall late last summer.
Since that time both his diabetes and dementia have worsened and Keith is now a nursing home
resident. His condition can vary on an hourly basis, but he is often quite happy to receive visitors and
calls on his mobile phone. If you would like to visit or simply natter about past times with Keith I am sure,
if able, he will be happy to hear from you.

V
V
V
V
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Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to Blues guitarist and singer Louisiana Red
who passed away on 25th February in Hanover, Germany where he had made his home for a number
of years, aged 79.
"My life is the blues and it’s all I know." An often used quote from this slide guitarist of note and singer
of depth and passion of few comparisons even in the field of his chosen path, the music of the delta
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blues, Red had more reason than any man should have to
sing the blues. As a baby in arms, his Grandfather died
suddenly; his mother following the coffin caught a chill that
quickly developed into pneumonia which would soon take her
life too. At age five he was orphaned after his father was
lynched by the Ku Klux Klan. The crime was never
investigated. Many years later, after Red had found acclaim
and a certain amount of well-deserved fame, a well-meaning
Louisiana Red
fan and blues researcher obtained a copy of the death
© Paul Harris
certificate which he gave to Red. However it upset him greatly
and reopened old emotional wounds. Hardly surprising given
the circumstances that, as a boy into a youth, Red manifested a growing hatred of white people that
would remain with him until music finally changed his life.
He moved around from relative to relative including a period spent in New Orleans with an uncle that
brutally beat him at a whim and without mercy, spells in an orphanage and as adulthood beckoned he
spent time in prison.
Born Iverson Minter at Bessemer Alabama on 23 March 1932, it was whilst picking cotton as an 11 year
old that he found himself befriended by an older man who taught him the rudiments of playing a guitar.
Seemingly knowing by instinct that there were not going to be many avenues out of the misery that life
had offered so far, he found an escape through music, in particular the Blues he heard all around him;
from the fields, emanating from the honky tonks and bars and no doubt coming out of the radio. It was
not too long after being released from prison around 1949 that he joined the band of John Lee Hooker.
A side recorded by Hooker is by all accounts a tribute to him, Good Rockin’ Red.
Muddy Waters entered his life come 1952 on a trip to Chicago and on Muddy's recommendation, he
entered into Chess studios to record as Rocky Fuller, a name that provided a function for the remainder
of the decade with only a modicum of success. The odd pseudonyms that cropped up spasmodically
altered little before finally settling on Louisiana Red, it is said based on his affection for Louisiana hot
sauce. As the fifties gave way to the sixties a track he recorded did quite well for him, I Done Woke Up,
which was not, as the title might suggest to modern ears, a pastiche of the blues but a rather ahead of
its time plea for racial and political harmony. 1963 would see the first LP under his name recorded
Lowdown Back Porch Blues, another followed in quick succession Seventh Son, a single I’m Too Poor
To Die very much in the style of Muddy Waters found its way on to the lower regions of America’s
billboard charts, no doubt helped by the arrival of the Rolling Stones which opened American
consciousness to the sounds in their own back yard. Another offering I’m Louisiana Red described his
period spent on the road with John Lee Hooker.
Red would write and record a couple of songs about his first wife whom he met in 1963 Sweet Alesse
and Two Fifty Three that recalled the time of their first meeting. However, as so often in his life so far,
tragedy would strike him down when she died of cancer ten years later, but not before bearing him three
children and the comforts of a nice home on farmland in the state of Florida. Her passing produced the
harrowing Death Of Alesse which he often performed with gut-wrenching emotion in concert. An
appearance at the Montreux Blues Festival took him from being just another journeyman blues musician
to that of an acclaimed slide guitarist with a powerfully emotional voice.
He married a second time in 1977 to blues singer Odetta Gordon and set up home
in the city of Hamburg. Several highly regarded albums saw the light of day as the
years progressed including Blues Sinanta To Rembetiko [1988] which was a
somewhat off the wall experiment of adding exotic instruments to interpret the
blues, followed by a more expected but still eclectic A Different Shade Of Red
[2002] while 2008 saw the release of Back To The Black Bayou and as recently as
2011 Memphis Mojo. Curtailed in recent years by erratic health he had been up to
then a regular touring performer in both Europe and his native United States. Once
a year in company of Odetta he would make a trip to Ghana where he would both
work and perform for under privileged children.

Odetta Gordon

I was lucky enough to witness his often passionate and depth defying interpretations of his own material
and that of others at gigs back in the nineties at London’s legendary 100 Club, also just inside this
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present century at the Orchard Theatre, Dartford, Kent. Leaving the last word with Red in the same way
as we came in "The Blues Is Deep Inside, It Will Always Be There"
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Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to acclaimed British
Rock’n’Roll guitarist and session musician on countless sessions and hit records, Joe
Moretti who died on 9th February in South Africa at the age of 73.
Born 10th May 1938, Joe as a teenager into his twenties played in the band of our good
friend and welcome regular visitor to a Tales From The Woods stage Vince Eager
alongside bass guitarist Tex Makin who too has graced a stage for us in the past; on
drums the late former Shadow and in company of the recently departed Jet Harris, hit
recorder of Diamonds and Scarlett O'Hara, Tony Meehan. Apart from the continuous
round of one nighters with Vince, Joe along with Tex joined their boss for the
pantomime season at Scunthorpe in Mother Goose, Vince in the role of Father Of
Gooseland. Incidentally, this incredible piece of info came straight from the Goose’s mouth via a
telephone conversation with Vince moments ago.
Soon another Vince would come beckoning with offers of work for the young guitarist who was gaining
a considerable reputation for himself. It was the British born American national who had, a year or two
before, arrived on British soil in the hope of finding the break he was unable to find in his adopted home
of USA, Vince Taylor, and in his band, the Playboys he would find himself many years hence garnished
with near legendary status for his electrifying work on Brand New Cadillac. At the time however it meant
little outside of a small circle of aficionados; banned by the BBC as Auntie considered it to be advertising.
Quite how many Cadillacs were available in UK car showrooms in 1959/60 would no doubt cause the
mind to boggle.
In a few months he was called in to a Johnny Kidd session as his guitarist Alan Caddy felt nervous about
playing the lead on Shakin’ All Over. Joe was, over the years, quoted as saying that he created the
shakin’ guitar sound on the intro by sliding a cigarette lighter across the strings. After a couple of takes
everyone was satisfied and, as we all know, the record went to No 1 in 1960. Joe also played on the
follow up Restless. The Pirates at that time consisted of Clem Cattini on drums, Brian Gregg on bass,
alongside Caddy and Kidd. They all kept tight lipped regarding the fact that Moretti had played on these
sessions and not Caddy.
Although Joe did not tour with the Pirates, he did however hit the road with The Beat Boys, which at the
time would have included a very young Georgie Fame and were the British touring band of American
Rock’n’Roll legend Gene Vincent who was on the eve of his four year semi-permanent residency in the
UK, a role that would soon be superseded with lasting acclaim by Sounds Incorporated. No doubt like
all performers and musicians who came in contact with the Virginian Wildcat, he could tell a thousand
stories. Instead he often quoted that Vincent, like many of his contemporaries, found set-lists taboo.
"Every song began with the word Well-ll-ll-ll, we just had to guess what it was going to be"
Musician Mike O'Neil had acquired some plastic gladiator costumes no longer
required at Elstree film studios. Whether it was the costumes that fired his
imagination or that the idea was already in his head is not known. However if
the latter is the case then the costumes must have come like manna from
heaven for soon Nero & The Gladiators with Joe on board, complete with toga
and laurel wreath, hit the road and charts with Hall Of The Mountain King, a take
on a classical piece by Edvard Grieg. Auntie Beeb once again took umbrage,
this time feeling that the record insulted the memory of its composer.
Throughout the remainder of the sixties and beyond, like his friend and former
band colleague Clem Cattini, he worked on countless sessions on the payroll
of Decca, Pye, and EMI, often playing sometimes as much as three sessions a day, five days a week.
Joe’s distinctive guitar can be heard on material as diverse as Tom Jones It’s Not Unusual, Chris
Farlowe’s Out Of Time, Donovan’s Mellow Yellow, and on the original album of the musical Evita.
Once asked in an interview if he had any regrets during a career that had spanned many decades he
remarked with a wry smile, "A course in business management would have helped"
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Bill Beard
29th March 1950 to 28th February 2012
I first met Bill at The Eddie Cochran Festival in 1997
and can remember him being amused by the fact that
I lived in Barking and he was from Purfleet quite
nearby. I know he was somewhat critical of the
organizers of the event, as he would say they don’t
know much about Cochran or Rock‘n’Roll.

Bill with his wife Chris and
Marc’s daughter Miranda

He also mentioned that there was no fan club or
appreciation society for Eddie and that he would start
one up, so this is how The Cochran Connection came
about. The first issue came out in October 1998 and
the last one March 2010 (24 issues in total).

We had quite a few conversations about who knew
Eddie and then he would go about trying to track those friends and musicians down. Therefore the
newsletter contained many interviews with the likes of Rickie Page who was married to George
Motola the songwriter, they both co-wrote Jeannie, Jeannie, Jeannie, Tom Forse (They Call Me A
Small Fry, one of Eddie’s earliest recordings), Alis Lesley, John Rook, Gary Lambert, Glen Glenn,
Derry Weaver and numerous personal recollections of shows in which Eddie performed in the UK,
(USA and Canada, where it proved difficult and frustrating to get first-hand accounts of Eddie’s
shows) and he never got that elusive Bob Denton interview.
I would go with him to see the occasional shows by Charlie Gracie, the ones at Camden Town Hall,
4 Steps To Heaven at The Piccadilly Theatre and of course most years meeting up with him and
Chris, his wife, in Chippenham.
Bill was acknowledged in these two books: Don’t Forget Me and Rock‘n’Roll Revolutionaries,
which was mainly about the Cochran/Vincent tour, most of the details for this were provided by Bill
and Trevor Turner.
Outside of music Bill followed Spurs and enjoyed fishing and would often work seven days a week,
at weekends supervising young offenders doing community service.
He was full of surprises and typically I got a call one day asking me if I wanted to go to America with
him; I did not need much persuading. Anyway in June of 2006 we went to Albert Lea, Minnesota,
where I met Eddie’s barber and a few old school friends of his, a visit to the local museum, where
there is a permanent exhibit, stage clothes, gold records etc. and also went to the Surf Ballroom
whilst on this visit.
Another time Bill had just come back from California and said he had brought something back for
me; it turned out to be autographs from Chuck Foreman and Connie ‘Guybo’ Smith and also an
original fan club badge from the 1950’s.
Sadly Bill had been ill for a couple of years and passed away peacefully in his sleep at home in the
early hours of 28th February 2012, after a battle with cancer. His cremation on the 16th March 2012
was very well attended and I was pleased to see Darren Vidler there along with Graham Keath and
Tony Barrett of Rockstar Records.
I printed out some comments that I had received including those from Bobby Cochran and Dickie
(Be Bop) Harrell of The Blue Caps and gave those to Bill’s wife Chris. The songs played at the
service were: Think Of Me – Eddie Cochran; Time To Say Goodbye – Katherine Jenkins; Tina
Turner – Simply The Best
“Well farewell Bill, it must be some swingin’ party up there with all your heroes”
Marc Wise
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Eddie Bond - The Brown-Eyed Hillbilly in the 50s
Dominique “Imperial” ANGLARES - January 18, 2012
If record labels like Sun and Meteor, located in Memphis, definitively
changed the music recording of some of the greatest Blues, Hillbilly and
Rock’n’Roll singers, we still wonder why premium local rockers like Johnny
and Dorsey Burnette, Lee Denson or Eddie Bond never got a deal with
Sam Phillips or Lester Bihari. Of course, these producers’ financial woes
curtailed their abilities to record the abundant new talents in the area and
choices had to be made. Even if all these artists were performing locally
before Elvis or helped him to find his way, they all have their first sides
issued for record labels located in Booneville, New York or Los Angeles,
far from their hometown.
Eddie Bond belonged to that gang of foot soldiers. Like Ramsey Kearney,
The Stewart Brothers and Kenny Parchman, all from Jackson
(Tennessee), he became a huge rockabilly name in Europe in the 70’s after
Charlie Feathers and countless other rockin’ daddies were rediscovered by
Breathless Dan O’Coffey and a few European rockin’ pilgrims. A curious
and late fame is sometimes hard to understand for most Tennesseans who
consider these artists like local country singers or, if you refer to Eddie
Bond, like a radio DJ, a club owner, promoter or a business man. It’s
always hard to get rewards in his hometown. The busy Man from Memphis
as written in “Cowboy Songs” (March 1958 issue) was nominated to the Rockabilly Hall of Fame
under no. 109, in 1999, on his birthday. Here’s his story blended with memories about West
Memphis (Arkansas) and Memphis (Tennessee) in the 40s and 50s.
Eddie James Bond was born on July 1st, 1933 at Memphis’ Downtown Baptist Hospital to William
“Bill” Jeffery, Pastor of Pentecostal Holiness Church, and Doshie Mae Riley Bond. Raised with two
younger sisters, Barbara and Gussie Lou, in the years that followed the great depression the
children learnt quickly to work hard to get anything they should wish. No one in his family sang or
played an instrument, but from an early age Eddie remembers having been fond of Hillbilly music.
Being seven years old, selling garden seeds to neighbours and with some cash help from an uncle,
he bought his first guitar and a learning book for something like 8 dollars. Self-taught, he tried to
please his Mama who wanted a brown eyed boy singing and picking guitar. Among his first favourite
songs were “They Will Never Take Her Love From Me” (Leon Payne) and “Lovesick Blues” (Elsie
Clark) that came to his ears through Hank Williams’ covers cut for MGM. Like many Southerners his
musical world was Ernest Tubb, Roy Acuff, Red Foley and Carl Smith to name a few. Living in
Nelson Street, Memphis, he went to Pine Hill Elementary School and South Side High but curiously
never enrolled in the music classes. While at South Side, he was in the golden gloves boxing team.
At thirteen, just like George Jones, Eddie started to play for tips in the local beer joints making as
good as thirty dollars a night. You have to remember that professional musicians were making
between twelve and twenty dollars for a gig. Elvis started at the Louisiana Hayride for 18 dollars a
night and his sidemen, Scotty and Bill, got 12 dollars each.
Eddie, still in High School worked a bit on KWEM, a West Memphis (Arkansas) radio station that
opened in February 1947. Among their deejays were “Delta” Dan Craft, a singer and band leader
for The Swamp Riders, Dick Covington and Bill Edwards. Around 1962, Dan, with The Craftmen,
recorded “Gone, Gone, She’s Gone” on his own West-Memphis label Craft. Another local radio
station in West Memphis was WHHM. In Memphis were WMC (first radio in Memphis - 1923) located
in The Goodwyn Institute building, WREC (1929), owned by Hoyt B. Wooten, was located in The
Peabody Hotel, WDIA (1947), WHBQ (1925) and WMPS (1937). Sam Phillips worked for WREC
from 1945 to 1951 hosting “The Saturday Afternoon Tea Dance”, Smilin’ Eddie Hill was on WMPS
with a country show “Noontime Roundup” from 1947 to 1952 and in 1948 Dewey Phillips started his
famous “Red Hot And Blue” on WHBQ.
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In 1950, Eddie left school and started to work in a furniture factory
before working as a paint sprayer and truck driver. He enlisted in the
US Navy for 18 months, stationed on board the submarine tender
USS Sperry (AS-12) which was based in Pearl Harbor. Pictures of
Eddie aboard and wearing his sailor’s uniform are in existence.
In 1950, Paul Burlison was also on KWEM being a member of Shelby
Follin and the Memphis Four who had a daily segment of 30 minutes
playing in Ernest Tubb’s honky-tonk style. With Smokey Joe Baugh
playing piano with a real black feeling, Paul moved from one studio to
another to play for fun with Howlin’ Wolf (Chester Burnett), who came
to West-Memphis in 1948 (living at 11th Street and Broadway), for his
daily broadcast, except on Sunday, from 4.45 pm to 5.00 pm. Howlin’
Wolf left West Memphis in late 1952 moving to Chicago. Junior
Parker, James Cotton, Clyde Leoppard and Jimmy Stewart (then
playing fiddle - future owner of Jaxon/Satellite/Stax record), were also
frequent guests on that radio station in the early 1950s. KWEM’s studios were at 4th Street and
Broadway in West Memphis (Arkansas), on the west side of the Merchants and Planters Bank
Building. The tower and transmitter were south of the viaduct between the Harahan Bridge and the
U.S. Engineers Office. KWEM broadcast from 6.00 am to 6.00 pm with 1,000 watts on a 990
kilocycle signal that could be heard 200 miles away. They had three studios that allowed the
musicians to set up and remove their material while some other band was on air or leaving. Of
course, many times musicians loitered in the building talking and visiting with others. Joe Hill Louis
“The Be-Bop Boy” played here, Sonny Boy Williamson who had Hadacol as sponsor, and Joe
Manuel. Each Saturday morning a thirty minute broadcast was dedicated to local bands and
performers such as James Cotton, Little Junior Parker, Pat Hare, Ike Turner, Roscoe Gordon, Willie
Love and also Billy Riley, Ramsey Kearney, Bob Williams, Scotty Moore and Bill Black, then Doug
Poindexter’s sidemen. Al Vescova, being 15 years old and playing guitar and steel guitar, backed
Howlin’ Wolf quite a few times. Al was a student at the Catholic High School with The Burnette
Brothers. He also played with Buck Turner, Clyde Leoppard and the Snearly Ranch Boys and, of
course, The Burnettes. Scotty and Bill Black also played with Johnny and Dorsey Burnette for gigs
on regional clubs like The Neil’s Hideaway (Millington, Ten), before leaving Doug Poindexter’s band
to join Elvis Presley as The Blue Moon Boys. Ace Cannon, at 14 years old, made his first radio
appearance on KWEM. In 1954, Paul Burlison was still playing on KWEM with Shelby Follin on a
spot sponsored by Airways Motors.
Dick Stuart was a KWEM announcer, musician and personality in the late 40s known locally as
“Uncle Dick” and “Poor Richard“. At the dawn of the 50s, “Cuzzin” Bob Prather had a one hour daily
show, except on week-ends, known as “Robert’s Record Ranch”. It seems he left in September
1953 to join Uncle Sam. Another Dee Jay for that radio station from 1954 to November 1955, was
Texas Bill Strength, who recorded for Four Star, Coral and Capitol. For that label he covered “Cry,
Cry, Cry” (Cap 3217) and “Turn Around” (Cap 3282) soon after the original recordings by Johnny
Cash and Carl Perkins were issued. It was probably okay for Sam Phillips who owned the publishing
rights on Hi-Lo. When Texas Bill moved, on November 25, 1955 to join KEYD, in Minneapolis, Dick
Stuart took the job as morning jock.
There is no doubt about the influence and expertise of these KWEM musicians on the rise of local
labels like Sun, Duke (even if short lived), Meteor, Erwin, Fernwood, Hi and even Trumpet located
as far away as Jackson (Mississippi). West Memphis being less segregated than Memphis,
musicians from all over moved to that side of the muddy river because there were so many gigs
available to be played in town and the surrounding area. There was also an 11.00pm curfew for all
black and 12.00pm for white clubs in Memphis (noise ordinance) that limited musical opportunities.
In February 1948, the Memphis Police were ordered to smash 400 copies of three blues records
labelled “obscene” by Vice-Mayor Joe Boyle. May sound crazy to you but that’s the truth. It seems
also that gambling and prostitution were more tolerated on South 8th Street - West Memphis - than
in Memphis. Seven miles from Memphis you can have more fun, stronger music and less trouble
with the law.
To be continued...
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Vince Eager & the Memphis Tones
“788 Years of Rock‘n’Roll” - Western Star WSRC 056
Vince Eager is to appear at the next 2is celebration in
January 2013. By that time he may well have another
CD released on Western Star. This, however, is his
debut CD for that label with two more scheduled.
This new CD from Vince is the first of a series of three
on Western Star featuring his current touring band the
Memphis Tones plus special guests Marty Wilde, Clem
Cattini, Chas Hodges, Albert Lee, Colin Green, Tex
Makins and the album’s producer, label owner Alan
Wilson. The title of the CD reflects the combined ages
of all the musicians taking part and is dedicated to the
memory of the great Jet Harris who, along with the
ailing Big Jim Sullivan, was originally scheduled to
guest on these recordings.
The CD is a mixture of tracks recorded with the
Memphis Tones (featuring Jim Price on bass, Keith
White on drums plus Andy Kealey and John Grace on
guitars) and other tracks described as Vince Eager & Friends which feature guest musicians
including Albert Lee on guitar, Chas Hodges (ex Outlaws, Head, Hands & Feat and Chas & Dave)
on piano, Tex Makins (ex Vagabonds, Playboys and Beat Boys) on bass, Colin Green (ex Beat Boys
and Blue Flames) on guitar and Clem Cattini (ex Tornados, Dene Aces and Pirates) on drums.
With his band the Memphis Tones, Vince starts in top gear with a new rocker penned by him and
Alan Wilson entitled “You’re Never Too Old to Rock’n’Roll”. It is a celebration of Vince’s own
Rock’n’Roll career setting the mood for the whole CD which he maintains with Charlie Gracie’s
biggest hit “Fabulous” and Gene Vincent’s “Baby Blue”, a number he used to perform with Gene on
tour in 1960.
Vince and Marty Wilde duet on the Everly’s “Bird Dog” reliving “Oh Boy” in 1958 when the pair would
perform this together on TV... ah, heady times! “Soda Pop Pop” is a re-working of Vince’s Decca
cover of the Tommy Sands original whilst Eddie Cochran’s “Three Steps to Heaven” is an acoustic
version from Vince and guitarist Colin Green, recapturing the times when, on tour in 1960, Eddie
used to sing his forthcoming single to both Vince and Gene in the car.
Vince and the Memphis Tones deliver excellent versions of Charlie Rich’s “Lonely Weekends” and
Elvis’ “Got A Lot O’ Living To Do” before hitting the high spot with their atmospheric version of Dickie
Bishop’s “No Other Baby”, a song picked up in the States by country legend Bobby Helms. Vince
has been performing this live on his current tours and it is always the highlight of his act. “No Love
Have I” was originally the B side of Vince’s 1960 cover on Top Rank of Conway Twitty’s “Lonely Blue
Boy”. It is given a party treatment here with guests Albert Lee, Marty Wilde and Chas Hodges
sharing the vocals.
The album closes with superb versions of the Hollywood Flames’ “Buzz Buzz Buzz” and “Mean
Woman Blues”, the Claude De Metruis song immortalised in the 50s by both Elvis and Jerry Lee
Lewis. Two bonus tracks have been added featuring an interview between Vince and label boss
Alan Wilson reviewing the sessions and an acoustic version of “Bird Dog” featuring Vince, Marty,
Albert and Colin Green.
Two further CDs are planned by Western Star... one a rockabilly album and the other, a follow up to
this collection featuring Joe Brown.
You can purchase this CD from most good record shops, mail order outlets, Amazon and I Tunes
but, if you would like an autographed copy, you should request it via Vince’s website,
www.vinceeager.co.uk.
Steve Aynsley
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Obituary
Deaf Willy Legless - Blues
Singer/Guitarist

By Neil Foster

Blues fans everywhere will be saddened to hear of the death
of “Deaf” Willy Legless, the noted Blues singer/guitarist. He
tripped over his 12-string guitar and accidentally swallowed his
bottle-neck.
He was born in Shantyville, Miss. in 1932, the son of Lester
and Alice Legless. Lester was a 7’ 2” pro basketball player and
his wife, Alice, was a 3’ 6”dwarf. In an interview several years
ago, Willy recalled the problems his parents faced in their early
married life. Their marriage could not be consummated until
they had rigged up an elaborate system of ropes, pulleys, a
trampoline, step-ladder, range-finder and periscope.
Willy taught himself to play guitar at the age of 9 and also
taught himself to run when the neighbours heard him. His first
recording, on a scratchy acetate, was a train song “Wish I
could afford a train ticket/Walkin’ to Alabama.” His next, now a
gospel classic, “Lyin’ in the arms of the Lord/I’d prefer a woman.” Shortly afterwards, he married
Roberta, who gave him three children but he handed them back as he wanted kids of his own. He
eventually had four children (but one was stillborn). Just how this tragedy affected him can be
gauged by the title of his next record “Thank you, Jesus/One mouth less to feed.”
An unusual song for him was the self-penned “Pork’n’Greens/Dumplins‘n’Donuts”. Blues/R&B
singers were notorious for the sexual innuendoes in their songs so I suspected this title meant
something else. I wrote to Blues authority, Marshall Stearns, and asked him what the title really
meant. He replied “I think it really means “Pork’n’Greens/Dumplins’n’Donuts”. Thank you, Marshall.
I shan’t be writing to you again.
But what about his guitar playing? I asked ace bluesman,
Elmore Schlock, about this. He told me “Willy was a great
slide guitarist. He could slide it under tables, up stairs and
along streets. He ruined quite a few guitars that way (and by
playing them). The key to his style was that he played
enharmonic clusters of pentatonic triads. He could also play
in six keys at once, using just his right thumb.”
“What does that mean? I don’t know anything about music”
“Neither did he! It means that he played all the wrong notes!”
“Why?” I asked. “Well, he’d learned to play by ear, right?”
“Yes”, I replied. “Well, he was deaf! Work it out for yourself!”
“But how did he get away with it for so long?” “Because
people felt sorry for him”. “Did you?” “No, I felt sorry for
myself, having to listen to that tripe all night!”
Adieu, Willy, you will never be forgotten (or forgiven!)
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Folky February Fortnight
The Elephant & Castle, Lewes - The Sweetback Sisters
Thursday 2nd February
Prepare for a controversial statement; I've always imagined Lewes in sleepy
East Sussex to be like Austin, Texas... Now pick yourself off the floor, wrap that slack jaw away and
let me explain. I must admit I've never been to Austin or any of Texas to be precise. So this
comparison is based on pure imagination, and if any of you have been to the two, you're certainly
ready to pick my argument apart, but bear with me. Both, I imagine are quite bohemian, have a
strong independent feel and are ready to accept outsiders. Both also have an active
Americana/Country/Swing/Folk scene that goes slightly against the grain of its bigger, noisier
brothers.
As far as recent country music, I've always found the acts
that come from Austin much more interesting than those
from Nashville. James "Slim" Hand, Dale Watson and The
Hot Club of Cowtown have all been great examples of the
slightly left field nature of the Austin scene. The Sweetback
Sisters have exactly the same edge to them that these
Austin acts have. However, The Sweetbacks are so left
field that they don't come from Austin, they hail from
upstate New York.
Mixing western swing with traditional country and a dash of
trucking thrown in for good measure, this band could well
break through and be the new "alternative" stars on the
country scene. For a start, they are not sisters and not even all women, but there is an
understanding and tight sound that you only normally get from a family based group. A nod one way
or another will result in a thundering solo or a piece of inspired interplay that belies the amount of
time that the band has actually been playing together. Having not long released their second full
album "Lookin' For a Fight," they are on their first full European tour to promote the album, which
has taken them all across the great European capitals, appearing on a number of radio spots
including the influential Bob Harris show. Which makes it that more strange that the last night of their
tour sees them in a small cramped room above a pub in Lewes. You wonder if they must have felt
it was a mistake when they arrived mid-afternoon to be greeted by the charming Elephant & Castle,
but a long way from the bright lights of New York it must have felt.
What they may not have been aware of though is the influence of a small independent record shop,
Union Music, in championing Americana in all forms within this small town. As a result, the place
was chocker when local folk band Hatful of Rain took to the stage. A dreamy quality of their songs
set the tone perfectly, particularly the tune "Evangeline" which, when you close your eyes, finds you
a long way from Lewes. The sweet vocals of Chloe Overton though were completely the opposite
end of the vocal kaleidoscope when you compare her to Sweetback Sisters’ Zara Bode who is very
firmly in the Wanda Jackson mode.
The Sweetbacks are a remarkably talented band and played a mixture of covers, including a fine
Dwight Yoakam tune "It Won't Hurt When I fall From This Bar Stool", while understandably they
concentrated heavily on the original material from the new album; but whatever they played they
soon had everyone jigging and sweating with their western swing sounds. Guitarist Ross Bellenoit
gets mentioned in dispatches for his easy playing and driving beat, best seen in the trucking inspired
tune "Be Back Home Tonight" and all too quickly it was time to head home, for both the audience
and the band back to the States. Maybe as they drove off into the night they wondered how similar
Lewes is to Austin... or maybe not?
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Dingwalls, Camden - The Wiyos and Meschiya Lake & The Little Big Horns
Sunday 12th February
The ground travelling up from East Sussex was remarkably snowy and frosty and at one time I
wondered whether I would make it to Camden for this much anticipated second London gig by the
New York based band The Wiyos. Having been played a lot on UK radio over the previous 12
months I was anticipating a good crowd for this band that breathes new life into the sounds of the
New York Depression age. A style of music that is neither jazz, folk, blues or country but a style that
manages to straddle all four genres, but is distinctly the music of the 1910s/20s.
Arriving a little after the doors opened, I wasn't disappointed to see
the queue snake out the door and across the wharf in Camden. A
crowd that were particularly young for a roots gig and certainly to the
most, dressed to the nines. However, the evening turned somewhat
oddly on entering the venue. Barely 20 minutes after the doors
opened, a band were introduced to the audience as The Wiyos.
Coming on so soon after the doors opened seemed mighty
surprising, especially considering how few people seemed to be
paying attention to them. Had the audience not heard the
introduction? As their set evolved though, it became increasingly apparent however, that very few
people were in fact there for The Wiyos at all. I suggest that maybe only 25/30 people in a 200 strong
audience paid any great attention to their performance and some of them, I feel, more out of
curiosity than actually to see them. The majority of the crowd seemed more than happy to talk and
drink at the bar and leave the front stage area looking very barren.
In a way they did not help themselves by showcasing a number of tunes of their new album "Twist."
Based on Baum's Wizard of Oz, it's a very brave concept album for a roots inspired band. The
musical talent on many of these tracks is divine; however, in a rowdy uninterested atmosphere such
as Dingwalls tonight, it was possibly a bridge to far. The band are focused around the energies of
its lead singer and percussionist Michael Farkas, who plays a multitude of instruments from whistles
and kazoos to what can only be described as vacuum pieces. However, even his bounding
enthusiasm and eccentricity could not interest the crowd, and when a band feeds off the atmosphere
of the crowd in the way that The Wiyos do, they were always going to struggle, especially when the
reception was as frosty as the ground outside. The performance picked up slightly when they
returned to the work on their early albums; music that can be best described as Polka Rag Time.
However, barely 50 minutes into the set, and just when they were beginning to melt some of the
crowd, their time was up. Only then did the crowd begin to get
excited.
It turns out another band were due on and this is who the majority
of the audience had come to see. A swing style band from New
Orleans: Meschiya Lake & The Little Big Horns. Now maybe I
wasn't in the right mood for them, but I did my best to give them
the benefit of the doubt and see what all the fuss was about.
However, I was rather underwhelmed. Lake is a decent enough
singer and certainly has stage presence, but the need to have two
swing dancers to attract the eye, suggests that she does not yet understand this. The set consisted
of tunes by artist such as Bessie Smith and Ella Fitzgerald, but the stand out track turned out to be
a cover of Smiley Lewis's "I Hear You Knocking." Generally though I found Lake's voice a little weak,
and certainly not up to the sound of Fitzgerald or Smith's for instance. Around the UK a number of
female swing/rockabilly style singers perform, and I didn't see anything in Lake to suggest she was
any better than those plying their trade up and down the weekenders. What I will say though was
that the band are tight and it's always great to have a sousaphone player doing the rhythm.
So a night of mixed emotions. Certainly Meschiya Lake has an audience and good luck to her; it's
not for me though. I did feel however, that The Wiyos deserved better. Why the bill was changed I
can only speculate, but it did feel all a little odd. Maybe next time The Wiyos perform, the promoters
will handle them a little differently... I hope so.
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The Islington Folk Club - Wizz Jones
Thursday 16th February
The Islington Folk Club is in many ways a living time capsule. A club that is still very much alive, but
unlike many of their contemporaries who have evolved over time; they are still very much in the
traditional vein. A line of floor singers, banjo players, blues guitarist, poets and a dash of Dylan,
started the evening off. What makes these evenings so special is the varying quality of the
performers. A rather dubious performance by a guitar duo was followed by a delightful performance
by the 84 year old Tom Paley; the legend of New Lost City Ramblers. If you added a layer of rising
smoke and a few more beards and woollen jumpers, the date could be 1960 and the musical scene
could be very difficult.
1960 saw a fascinating documentary made for the "Tonight" programme, which I suggest you
should seek out on an internet video provider. In the piece, Alan Whicker travels to Newquay to
discuss the "problem" of Beatnicks in the seaside town and how the local authorities are handling
matters. Not only is it a fabulous piece of social history and reminds us how degenerate folk
musicians were seen by society at the time, but how feared and despised they were by middle
England at the time. We think of late 50s/early 60s revolutionaries in youth culture as being the
Rock’n’Roll scene, but unlike the "cuddly" teddy boys, there was a real fear that Beatnicks were
something more sinister. A counter culture that went further than a style of music and the drive for
a state of identity. This group strived deep into looking at society in a completely different way, of
cohabiting differently and even embracing socialism, which at the height of the cold war was as
revolutionary as it came. But beyond this video's social importance, it also gives us an opportunity
to see some great performances by one of Newquay's leading Beatnicks... Wizz Jones.
The folk guitarists’ folk guitarist has always been revered by both his peers and those from outside
the folk world. Keith Richards, Eric Clapton and Jimmy Page have all at one time or another cited
Wizz as an influence which, considering he has never broken free from his
folk heritage, makes it more surprising. In recent years, I've been lucky to
see for myself a trio of folk guitarists who could be considered the royalty of
their field. All have influenced their peers and those outside the folk world,
but in doing so have also gained some public recognition, and (for a folk act
at least), a degree of success. Martin Carthy is quickly becoming the head
rat in the folk world, as much for the fact he's outliving his peers, as for his
great guitar playing. Bert Jansch's playing leant on Jazz music to create a
soulful sound that was remarkably smooth. I also was extremely fortunate
to see Davy Graham shortly before his death and, although very scared for
his life, his playing was still (in touches) astounding. All three showed a
technical ability that any guitarist would be proud of and Wizz would be the
first to suggest that he's not in the same league technically as any of them.
So why is he rated so highly as an influence by rock royalty? Wizz explains it tonight by suggesting
it's down to his laziness. While his contemporaries were practising and fine tuning their style, Wizz
couldn't be bothered. He happily suggests that he's picked up bad habits in his playing, but by doing
so he has become completely comfortable with his instrument and as such he has a smoothness
that others may have not mastered. It's the lack of effort in his playing that is so exciting and why he
has had such an influence.
Tonight's performance shows his ease with a number of standards such as "Brother Can You Spare
a Dime" and numbers by diverse characters such as Ewan MacColl and Big Bill Broonzy, all treated
with reverence while giving his own unique interpretation. However, it is his self-penned numbers
such as "Burma Star" and "Mississippi John" that stand out as tunes that can touch one’s soul when
sung personally by a talented artist such as Jones.
Both Wizz Jones and The Islington Folk Club are museum pieces of a bygone age, but still very
much breathing with new life. Catch both of them while they are around for, once they are gone, a
musical chapter will close.
Gary Enstone
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My father once said that every experience is a different
memory to each person remembering after the fact… I
suppose that is the witness theory after an event that we
know to be true.
Musical memories truly have to be different for each of us. What may be the
trigger for a bad memory for one may be the song that brings a smile to the face of another.
One thing is for sure, we all have memories good or bad and the longer we live the further back they
go, and the times that I look back on are some of the best ever music years.
Ballad, Blues, Rock’n’Roll or Skiffle, some of the guys that made us girls
go weak at the knees are now likely themselves to be a little weak at the
knees, it’s true!! I was fortunate to be doing some research in Manchester
a few years ago and, one evening strolling to my hotel, I noticed a
publicity flag on a lamp post… Tommy Steele in Scrooge. I walked into
the box office as the people in front were leaving disappointed… Sold Out
the woman had said. So I duly turned to leave as she called “Can I help
you?” “I only need one seat,” I replied and she beamed at me and had
JUST THE ONE. It was a smashing seat and Tommy was older but oh!
just the same as ever; he sang and pranced about and acted delightfully
and wore knee pads as his knees were not good, so there you go, point
made.
I have been lucky over the years. I liked Adam Faith and met him twice, loved Billy Fury but never
met him and was thrilled to meet Vince Eager and much later hear him sing at The Empire Theatre,
Halstead, Essex. I wanted to cry when he sang No Other Baby.
I left the CD with that track on (Juke Box Memories) in a hire car and have been mourning its loss
since. Likewise I was privileged to meet Brian ‘Licorice’ Locking; now, whereas I have met Cliff
Richard a couple of times I never got to meet any Shadows past or present, so to hear Brian play at
the Empire was another thrill, the talent still in abundance and I had read Cliff’s biography and Brian
gets many a mention there.
I visit the USA on occasions and one year did the
Nashville/Graceland/Memphis trip and indeed
went back to Nashville again to just walk that
street, popping into each bar that I heard live
music from… and that’s a lot of bars. Sitting in
the Ryman theatre listening to the acts on the
Grand Old Opry brought more memories and it
was the going back that led me to Pigeon Forge,
Tennessee and The Memories Theatre there
along a strip of theatres, including The Dixie
Stampede where you get whole chickens to eat
with sweet corn and mash and no cutlery! Finally
it led to the famous Dollywood and I don’t have
to tell you who owns it or was singing there when
I visited but Dolly was not my special memory that year. I got to chat with Mr Charlie Hodge, friend
and harmony singer to Elvis, the passer of silk scarves and water and part of the Elvis inner sanctum
who resided at Graceland with him, even served in Germany in the forces with him. I asked if he had
a mixture of memories of those Elvis years some good some bad, and he replied “Oh no, they were
ALL good.” Two years later he re-joined the King, God Bless. I treasure the video I have of him
singing that day I met him.
Singer Andy Williams and some other performers accompanied by investors like the Osmond
brothers set up a similar ‘strip’ of theatres, in the Ozarks of Missouri in a place called Branson. Heard
of it? My first show there was at the wonderful Andy Williams theatre, but sadly Andy had just
entered hospital for bladder cancer treatment so was not performing. He is 82 now so I forgave him
and signed the get well card in the auditorium. My next port of call was the Gatlin Brothers. I have
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liked them for years and got to chat with Larry and Rudi for a while. Larry of course was a dear friend
of the late Johnny Cash and his wife June.
The Gatlin Bros figured after taking a step out of showbiz in the ‘90s they would try this revival of
what they once had and it worked. People were flocking to hear the old stuff so it showed a need for
some MEMORY revival. Likewise The Oak Ridge Boys, remember Elvira?
The Osmond Bros were there too but Merrill Osmond said that Jimmy had left for the UK and our
pantomime season and Donny and Marie were doing a Christmas Eve show in Chicago but hey,
just across the road Mr Chubby Checker was performing so we all got to twist again.
Johnny Mathis was there too for a couple of nights doing his Christmas Show so I got to rekindle
some Misty memories. Even Daniel O’Donnell was there.
Debbie Boone daughter of Pat Boone was in Branson; she was riding her cycle and had rented a
house there. I even got to see the wonderful photos taken when one of her twin daughters married
in Paris, France last summer. Pat was there in the photos and looked tanned and immaculate as he
always did. Debbie had the No 1 hit with You Light Up My Life and she still gives a quality
performance. This is a valuable resurgence of past talents and Tales From The Woods tries to treat
us all to some delights here in the UK.
Last year Charlie Gracie appeared at the Empire in Halstead, Essex. Danny Rivers and Pete Wynne
amongst others were in the show on March 25th to help us walk again down Memory Lane.
Linda Kemp

A French Letter for the Editor
This question refers to the
Rock'n'Roll collectors who, during
the 1960s, were instrumental in getting
the rare records researched, distributed
and heard, as well as the fan club
presidents and collector shops.

Dear TFTW
I'd like to ask you a
question: Do you know
what the "old British
Rock fans" from the 60s
& 70s have become
today?

TFTW wishes to extend this to the
whereabouts of all those names from
the past. Do any of our readers
remember the original rockers and what
happened to them? Or are you one of
them? Drop a line to the usual address.

People like
Hugh McCallum,
Max Needham,
Earl Sheridan,
Harry Dodds,
Veronica & Derek Day
(I heard Derek passed
away)
Andrew O'Neil etc...

Here's a start with some of our loyal
Woodies that include agents, promoters,
poofs, journalists etc.
Neil Foster (Not Fade Away)
Tony Papard (Shakin' Keyboard)
Ian Saddler (Roll Street Journal)
“Breathless” Dan O’Coffey
Paul Sandford (Moondogs shop)
Chester (Bop Shop)

A French Woodie
(Boisie?)

Ken Major
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Letters
From
Snobbo
Manor

Snobbo Manor, Wiltshire

Lady Lobelia Snobbo

Dear Poor Disadvantaged Peasants,
I wandered downstairs to the squalid domestics’ quarters of Snobbo Manor on my three monthly
inspection. The lower, servile classes really do have the most extraordinary past-times. They were
watching a televisual programme called, I believe, ‘Deal Or No Deal’ in which the most appalling
council tenants and other working class persons try to win a few pounds. I was informed the top prize
was a mere 250k. I really do not know why they bother to audition for such a paltry sum. Surely only
enough for one evening’s stakes at the casino? I thought everyone was sitting on millions; certainly all
my acquaintances are. However if it keeps these dreadful peasant types out of the casinos, then I
suppose this Mr Edmunds is doing us all a service.
Did you see the dreadful rumpus at Royal Ascot on Ladies’ Day last year? We were shocked when this
altercation occurred between several well-dressed persons. Of course it was soon apparent these people
were common interlopers from the working-class districts of Essex, known as ‘chavs’ so I am reliably
informed. As soon as they spoke it was obvious from their appalling accents they had no breeding.
How dare they dress like that, pretending to be from the upper classes! They should not be allowed off
their dreadful council estates. I called over to them, “Go back to your slums!” In India we memsa’abs
never had to mix with the lower classes - they usually found themselves a large sewer pipe to live in.
That’s where these appalling chav people belong, with the sewage. Most certainly not at Royal Ascot!
Lord Snobbo and I were so relieved when James drove us in the Rolls back to our peaceful Wiltshire
home. The corgis (related to those of Her Majesty) were so pleased to see us, waiting for their daily
treat of smoked salmon and caviar on doggy biscuits, served on silver platters by the butler of course.
We sipped our champagne and watched the little darlings enjoy their snacks.
Then a rather tiresome telephone call. The butler handed me the instrument and it transpired the
domestics of Henry’s mother, the Dowager Lady Wilhelmina, have fallen prey to some dreadful
working-class virus so we have had to cancel our weekend visit to her castle in the Caledonian colony.
We were so looking forward to it and calling in on H.M. at Balmoral.
Lady Wilhelmina wanted to come here till her domestics recovered, but I could not risk that, could I?
So Henry has sent her to his brother Lord Cecil in Paris. He is always coming down with some
affliction or other. Henry says it is an occupational hazard of his charity work, helping financially girls
in the streets of the more sordid areas of the city. Apparently these dreadful diseases are caught from
them. One must admire Cecil, I suppose, for helping these wretched homeless women, but why cannot
some domestic menial hand out the cheques? Well any virus Wilhelmina may acquire will not
unduly worry Cecil. Henry and I could not possibly risk it, or putting our beloved Royal pooches in
danger of catching some awful working-class malady.
Yours most aristocratically,

Lady Lobelia Snobbo
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Gloucester
Guildhall
The Gloucester festival is one of the most important and longrunning events in the UK Cajun and Zydeco scene. I’ve been
going since the mid-90’s and I love it! And this year was no
exception: it brings together Louisiana music fans from all over the
UK and Europe for a weekend of wonderful music, dancing and
socialising.
This year, once again, Nigel and I were delighted to be invited to
be MC and DJs for the entire event, a job we love!
The festival opened on Friday evening with a set by resident DJs
Flying Home and Lil’ Queenie (aka Nigel Bewley and Carole
Lateman) getting those early arrivals up on that dance floor!
The first band to perform
was the superb Cajun Band Chanky-Chank, a new
Rockin’ Cajun dance band from the West Midlands,
Yorkshire and the Welsh borders. Fronted by the
irrepressible Gavin Lewery on accordion and lead vocals,
widely regarded as one of Europe’s finest Cajun and
Zydeco accordionists, this all-star line-up featured Loraine
Baker Wakefield on double bass and vocals, Ian Tothill on
fiddle, Pete Wakefield on guitar, Andy Watson on drums
and Dave Luke on lap steel guitar. With the charismatic
Gavin resplendent in his shiny pink shirt, and Dave in
leopard skin, Chanky Chank rocked the joint with a fine
selection of waltzes and two-steps.
The festival was officially declared open by the
Mayor of Gloucester in the break, then Joe Le Taxi
hit the stage for the second live set of the evening.
Front man Rees Wesson, King of the Welsh
Frontier, led his new line-up pumping out that good
old down-home Zydeco, with some red hot blues
added for extra southern spice! With Sioned
Camlin on frottoir and vocals and Elinor Camlin on
backing vocals adding some glamour to the line-up
of Kev Torne and Dom Clarke on guitar, Clovis
Philips on bass and Andy Watson on drums, we
were treated to some classic Zydeco hits from the
likes of Boozoo Chavis, as well as some selfpenned numbers. After a well- deserved encore, Lil’ Queenie and Flying Home returned to the decks
for some high-energy Cajun and Zydeco dance music for those enthusiastic late-night dancers.
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After the Zydeco dance workshop on Saturday morning
Who’s that with Elvis?
with Phil Underwood, Elvis Fontenot and the
Sugarbees opened the live music with the lunchtime
gig. A high-energy set of Swamp ‘n Roll was performed
with
their
usual
gusto
by
Nick
Barber
(accordion/vocals/frottoir/mandocaster), Craig Beverly
(lead guitar/vocals), Stuart Duthie (bass/harmonica/
vocals), Paul Asher (accordion, mandolin/fiddle/bass)
and Chris Plimbley (drums). Elvis (aka Nick) and Paul,
resplendent in a very fetching kilt, brought the French
Quarter to Gloucester in their own inimitable way, and
were joined on stage by guest frottoir player Lil’
Queenie. Included in their much loved set were their
signature tune, ‘Sugar Bee’ and the classic D.L. Menard track ‘The Back Door’, both played in the
unique EFSB style!
On Saturday afternoon, Charlie Skelton (fiddle) from Acadian Driftwood, and Phil Underwood
(accordion) from Colin and the Crawfish, presented a musical homage to the great Creole musicians
Bois Sec Ardoin, Canray Fontenot, Albert Chevalier and many others.
Meantime, outside the Guildhall, members of Chanky-Chank busked in the street, while festival
goers danced, to the amusement and enjoyment of Gloucester shoppers!
A rare treat was in store for us on Saturday night with The Cajun
Roosters, a pan-European band of top Cajun and Zydeco musicians.
Fronted by the Godfather of British Cajun music, Chris Hall, on accordion
and vocals with Michael Bentele on bass, Hazel Scott on guitar and
vocals, Hartmut Hegewald on fiddle, and Sam Murray on drums, the
Roosters played two and a half hours of non-stop Hot Rockin’ Cajun and
Zydeco, ending with their unique trademark cover of Van Morrison’s
‘Precious Time is Slipping Away’, leading the whole dance floor in a
parade around the hall, singing at the top of their voices. What an
amazing atmosphere!
Lil’ Queenie and Flying Home ended the evening with some Cajun tunes,
for those with some energy left!
The music continued until the early hours with a jam session back at our
hotel, The Edward, where most of the musicians were staying. The cosy
atmosphere of the hotel lounge, with its real log fire, added to the warmth of the people brought
together by a common love of this wonderful music.
Kay Anderson and Satu Phillips ran their very popular Cajun dance workshop on Sunday morning,
for those able to summon themselves from under the duvet!
The Hackney Ramblers played their classic Cajun dance-hall repertoire on Sunday lunchtime,
combined with some 30’s string fiddle tunes, creole blues, Cajun honky-tonk and western swing.
With accordionist Tony Weatherall, fiddle player
Andy Lockwood, guitarist Charlie Collinson,
drummer Pete Towler and double bassist Loraine
Baker, the dancers loved their musical gumbo!
The forerunner of the Hackney Ramblers, The
Crayfish Five, was the first Cajun band I ever saw,
back in the ‘80s when they used to play in the pubs
of North London, and I still love these guys!
Et Toi! The live finale of the weekend was the
infectious beat of The River Zydeco Band, from The
Netherlands. This band played a steamy set of
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Zydeco and blues favourites, and kept the dance floor jumping. With Jo van
Strien on accordion, Cees Emmen on frottoir and vocals, Edwin Ballogh on
vocals, Peter Schipperen on saxophone, Frits Loone on drums, Wil de Wijs on
bass, and Peter Rasenberg on guitar, The River Zydeco band brought a touch
of South-West Louisiana, via Southern Holland to a cold, Gloucester January
evening. The band run the famous annual Zydecozity festival in
Raamsdonksveer, where C.J. Chenier is headlining this year, not to be missed!
The festival was rounded off with a final set from Flying Home and Lil’ Queenie,
including big ‘Thank Yous’ to everyone at the Guildhall, especially the bands,
dance instructors and sound guys who all helped to make it such a great success. And especially
to all those who came, danced, played music and made it such an amazing weekend!
Here’s to Gloucester 2013!

Be The Worst You Can Be
Billionaire art collector Charles Saatchi may be deluded in the field of the visual
arts, but when it comes to his lug'oles, his head is screwed on right.
In his new book, Saatchi, famously married to toff TV tottie Nigella Lawson, Be
The Worst You Can Be: Life's Too Long for Patience and Virtue, he nominates
Sun label founder Sam Phillips as "the human being who has done the most good."
The book takes the form of questions and answers, with the Baghdad-born
68-year-old supplying both.
He has long been known as a Rock'n'Roll fan, but some might think his
championing of chav queen Tracey Emin, whose unmade bed made headlines,
and Damien Hirst, who famously offered a pickled half-cow as "art" would suggest
otherwise.
One Rock'n'Roll fan said: "A geezer who has been taken in by that load of horse manure would be
more likely to enjoy The Portsmouth Sinfonia, who couldn't play their instruments, or Lou Reed's
Metal Machine Music, which was a double LP of random noise.
"Alternatively, he might like Danny Kaye's Everything is Tickety-Boo, or Father Abraham in
Smurfland for ironic reasons. Charlie-boy going into print backing one of the founding fathers of
Rock'n'Roll and rockabilly is a real surprise.
"I can't imagine the Saatchis sitting around the dining table in their mansion with Uranium Rock or
Flying Saucers Rock'n'Roll playing in the background while they tuck into Nigella's gourmet supper
with a million pound Andy Warhol portrait looking down on them. But if he says it's true, then it must
be."
Explaining why the former boss of Tory favourite advertising agency,
Saatchi and Saatchi, chose Phillips as the human being who has done the
most good he credits him with discovering Elvis Presley, Johnny Cash, Jerry
Lee Lewis, Carl Perkins, Roy Orbison, Charlie Rich and Conway Twitty.
"Can't argue with that," says our Rock'n'Roll fan. "I used to hate Tory Ian
Duncan Smith and author Salman Rushdie until they chose Elvis'
Heartbreak Hotel on Desert Island Discs, then I changed my mind. But until
Tracey Emin drops that Dot Cotton accent, I won't be changing my mind
about her."
Be The Worst You Can Be: Life's Too Long for Patience and Virtue is
published by Booth-Clibborn Editions price £9.99
John Howard
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Rockabilly Royce Porter had never appeared in England before his
show at the Boston Arms in London’s Tuffnell Park. He had never
performed his rockabilly repertoire before a live audience. But after a
breathtaking performance, he left a packed audience hoping he would
do it again – soon.
A southern gent, originally from Sweetwater, Texas, with his dapper
white beard, white jacket and red shirt, he could have formed a
Rock’n’Roll triumvirate with Sonny Burgess and Alton Lott on
appearance alone. Instead, he formed a triumvirate with the King and
Queen of UK Rock’n’Roll, Imelda May and Darrel Higham beside him
on the stage at the Boston.
Probably half the audience had never heard of Royce before. The other half could not believe that
such an august and admittedly obscure act from the fifties would actually be appearing live in front
of them.
This was the 15th anniversary of rockabilly at the Boston, an architecturally superb domed building
on the outside, more functional within, with a vast ballroom. Organisers are to be congratulated on
this exclusive, ahead of Royce’s equally rare appearance at the Viva Las Vegas event over Easter.
Unlike some pioneer rockers who returned to the plough, the auto plant, or the Post Office after their
brief brush with near-fame, Royce stayed with music, as a writer. He wrote 13 number one country
hits, had 12 platinum records, and sales beyond 65 million. Hard-up, he ain’t. But back to the show.
The Rhythm River Trio were the wise choice of support, making a big noise with acoustic and
electric guitar and bass, and a new CD Wild Side of Life out on Rhythm Bomb Records.
Dave Short, on vocals and acoustic, Bruno Pannone on double bass and Morgan Willis on lead gave
absolutely accurate readings on a number of rockabilly standards, and then surprised with a great
arrangement of Mickey and Sylvia’s celebrated B side No Good Lover.
Just before midnight, it was time for the main event, and Darrel led the backing band, known for the
evening as the Boston Boppers, to the stage, looking cool and chewing constantly.
Paul “Monkey” Maitland, shortly to be part of the three part harmony behind the headliner, opened
with B-I-Bickey-Bi, Bo-Bo-Go, leading Darrel to describe him as the 14th greatest Gene Vincent
tribute in the world.
Carlos “Bandido” Mejuto, in civvies for once, had a crowd-pleasing take on Elvis’ Baby Let’s Play
House before Darrel revealed the amount of research he had done prior to the show. He opened
his own account with Go Go Heart cut by Ray Doggett, Royce’s label mate on Bennie Hess’ Spade
label, which may or may not have had Royce playing on the 1956 cut, a cousin of Down the Line.
But for sure Royce was on the debut release by Kenneth, later Kenny, Rogers, in 1958, a great Ray
Doggett composition called We’ll Always Have Each Other, on the Carlton label.
Carlos, Monkey and Imelda, infanticipating in a beautiful tiger-skin dress, took up their positions for
back-up vocals.
Then it was time for the man himself, and he got a rapturous response, opening with Yes I Do,
released on the Mercury subsidiary Look label, with Dean Beard on piano, about whom more later.
A solid and speedy rocker, benefiting from both the Jordanaires-style backing vocals, and Darrel’s
always tasty guitar, it led into Lookin’ released on Papa Dailey’s D label just as Royce was inducted
into the navy.
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It was at this point that genial Royce revealed that he had never
sung any of the songs, mainly written by Ray Doggett, from his
early career, in front of an audience. No Doubt About It and
Good Time followed swiftly, both strong enough to be fifties hits,
but it was not to be. However, Rakin’ and Scrapin’, by Royce’s
buddy Dean Beard, is a known classic on the rockabilly circuit,
and Royce did a fine version.
My personal favourite from Royce’s slim fifties portfolio is Beach
of Love, and he did not let me down. The sound was precisely
the same as that Presley-esque Mercury 1958 release which
should have been much, much bigger.
Imelda May then stepped up centre-stage to underline her
rockabilly credentials with a hypnotic take on Pat Cupp’s Don’t Do
Me No Wrong, from her Foot Tapping label CD No Turning Back.
Her upcoming happy event is having no negative effect on her
powerful voice. None at all.
Royce then returned for a work-out on what was his first Spade
label release, A Woman Can Make You Blue, with a hiccupping
vocal that would have got a nod of approval from Charlie
Feathers. And from Scotty Moore if he heard Darrel’s solo.
Royce made to leave, but the by-now highly enthusiastic
audience demanded his return, and he reprised Yes I Do.
It had been a truly memorable event, perfectly staged, and a credit to all concerned.
John Howard, Pix: Ken Major

The full sound of The Catfish Kings meant a full dance floor
when the Rock’n’Roll veterans played the Jiving at the Lodge
club at West Lodge, Upminster at the tail end of February.
Fronted by Harry Lang resplendent in gold-coloured snakeskin
shirt, the band had jivers on their feet from the first number, a
rousing version of Fats Domino’s I’m Ready which was to
provide the first of many keyboard showcases for piano man Big
Al.
With two saxes in the line-up, courtesy of Sarah Cotton and
Geoff Hearn, they did full justice to a slew of Rock’n’Roll standards which absolutely depend on both
saxes and keyboard if they are to sound anything like the originally recorded version, including
Frankie Ford’s Sea Cruise, Clarence Frogman Henry’s Ain’t Got No Home, and selections from the
songbooks of Big Joe Turner and Smiley Lewis.
The instrumental line-up also meant full-force versions of numbers which first saw the light of day
with sparser backing, so it was interesting to hear sax-propelled versions of Johnny Cash’s
Rock’n’Roll Ruby, and Elvis’ Paralysed.
The impressive frame of Sarah Cotton also gives the band the chance to visit songs that were
premiered via girl singers, and Sarah laid down her baritone to pick up the vocal microphone for
Ruth Brown’s As Long as I’m Moving to good response.
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Then it was back to Harry Lang for Shake, Rattle and Roll, not the most lyrically complicated of
numbers, with its words hot-wired into the brains of Rock’n’Roll fans for fifty years, always interested
to hear any band’s version, and whether they have learned it from the Joe Turner or Bill Haley takes
on the classic.
It would seem the answer is neither, and not from the sheet music, either. She’s the devil in nylon
hose, Harry. And you go over the hill way down on the lee.
The band brought their first set to a storming finish with Chuck Berry’s Rock’n’Roll Music, lyrically
intact unlike its predecessor, again pounded along by Big Al.
The score sheet at this point comprised mainly pluses, with the odd minus for, surprisingly, two Joe
Turner numbers, and Smiley Lewis’ Real Gone Lover, with the slightly plodding tempi down to
drummer Stewart Green, who has apparently replaced Tony Gill, and was only playing his second
date with the band. No doubt he will get these stalwarts to skip along in more lively fashion as the
weeks go by.
A bonus at the Upminster club is the free hot buffet, and while Harry and his team did a roaring trade
in their CD singles, hungry punters lined up for sausage and chicken wings.
The second set opened with a storming take on Gene Vincent’s Say Mama, then into Chuck’s Little
Queenie before the sax section got to shine on the instrumental Hot Rod Special, cut by one of Fats
Domino’s preferred saxmen, Lee Allen.
Then it was back to Chuck Berry for the sixties You Never Can Tell, now famous for its inclusion in
the film Pulp Fiction, then Fats’ arrangement of Hank Williams’ Jambalaya.
Sarah Cotton stepped up to the mic stand for her version of Lavern Baker’s Jim Dandy Got Married,
the Nite Riders’ Women and Cadillacs from Harry followed, then into the now seldom heard Jenny
Jenny via Little Richard.
The sax and piano line-up beefed up Eddie Cochran’s 20 Flight Rock, before the obviously happy
band were enticed back for a tasty and apposite Reeling and Rocking Chuck Berry style.
It was a worthy first anniversary for Upminster’s Jiving at the Lodge.
John Howard

In the interesting kitsch atmosphere of Annie’s downstairs bar,
I finally met Chas Hodges, though I had nearly met him several
times over the past years, whether it was at the 2is coffee bar
in the fifties or at the 100 club jamming with Roy Young a few
years ago. This charming as well as excellent keyboard player,
who had started playing piano and then Hofner electric bass
guitar and was then inspired while touring with Jerry Lee Lewis
to change to the piano again, Chas became part of the
legendary Jo Meek studio as record producer and engineer as
well as playing bass on many records. There is much more to
this rock musician’s past including his being part of the very
successful ‘Chas & Dave’ duo.
But that was then and this is now and the fun and pleasure he
has when playing a gig at a venue like this night at the
welcoming ‘Annie’s Bar’ with a mixed crowd of all ages enjoying
him pump up the volume with his rocking keyboards 25

accompanied by Juniper Darren on bass, a bass player’s bass player, and Louis Salvoni an
excellent drummer.
So this review is not about the past but about the future and Chas moving on to the next phase of
his musical life. A solo album coming out in April, a self-written, performed, and produced collection
of songs which will equally satisfy and surprise fans of his previous work. The only other musician
to be heard on the album is Charlie Hodges, Chas' granddaughter, on alto sax.
As the bar on this Saturday, 25th February, started to fill up with an expectant
crowd, the excitement built with the appearance of the MC, Cliff Parisi AKA
Minty from East Enders. Cliff’s hobby/work outside showbiz is the pleasure
he gets from driving couples in a Bentley on their wedding day! Cliff started
the proceedings off with a few jokes but quickly introduced the support band.
Daymo Shay, keyboards, with guitarist Paul Freeman and Louis Salvoni the
drummer for both combos, interesting but a very good short set that left the
crowd wanting more and what could be a better way to end a set! Included in
his repertoire was ‘Blessings’ a number penned by Paul and himself.
MC Cliff Parisi came back on stage and, after a few jokes, commenced to
introduce the man himself. Chas Hodges was the man that this crowd had
come to see and hear. A pleasure to be in this audience of young and old,
coming to enjoy his set list of the past and of the present. Jerry Lee Lewis
numbers included ‘Breathless’, ‘Lewis Boogie’ as well as many others. Chas
continued to rock the place and all age groups danced or bopped away as he
played several of his well-known numbers like, ‘Rabbit’, Ain’t No Pleasing You’,
‘Margate’ and especially ‘London Girls’, which really hit the spot for this crowd in
Camden. John Wilson and Woodie Lee Wilkinson were spotted in the crowd and of
course the Guinness ran out!
These numbers took me back in time to a long drive from the north down to the
smoke, with John McGrath, that brilliant writer of feature films/poetry and who was
the Director of the Citizens Theatre in Glasgow. He and Paul Fox (head of CH4 at the
time), had hired me as a production manager on a major documentary about their
time as National Service men in Suez, before either of them had found fame. A major
discussion I had with John McGrath, as we drove south, through this late moonlit
night was about London music. I played a tape of Chas & Dave to let him know we
too had a sound of our own in London Town.
Back to now; the night continued, the excitement grew in intensity and finally came to an explosive
end, as the fans loved and clapped this brilliant entertainer who gauged the mood of the audience
and delivered a great night of rock on his Rock, Rabbit & Roll Tour.
The packed out event was hosted by Shrinking Violet Promotions UK: Damian O’Shea (contact:
07943 847 035)
Images & Article: Tony Annis, Portobelloland

For Chas Hodges, life after Chas ‘n’ Dave seems pretty much the same, if this show in Kentish Town
is anything to go by. Most of the pair’s most popular tunes were present and correct, along with a
smattering of good ol’ fifties Rock’n’Roll.
Of course, Chas’ credentials as a rocker are well known to most fans, playing bass on recording
sessions for Joe Meek as a member of the Outlaws and backing Jerry Lee on his 1963 UK tour. He
was also one of the “great guest artists” as stated on the cover of Lewis’ double album The Session,
which was recorded in London in January 1973.
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This modern looking Irish bar was the setting for tonight’s show, with likeable
comic and actor Cliff Parisi as compere, whose main claim to fame was an eight
year stint in Eastenders playing Rick ‘Minty’ Peterson.
A support band warmed up the mixed crowd who gave Chas & his band – regular
bass player Darren Juniper and Lou Salvoni on drums – a warm welcome. Chas
sat at a Korg keyboard, looking in good shape and immediately showed that he
still has what it takes to excite an audience with the groovy I Wonder In Whose
Arms You Are Tonight? This was followed by a couple of Chas ‘n’ Dave’s Rockney numbers,
London Girls and Margate, which many of the crowd, both young and old, sang along to.
The merry Mr Berry’s Roll Over Beethoven rocked along in good fashion, as did Bye Bye Johnny
later on in the show. It has been said of That Old Piano, which came next, that it is the best song
Fats Domino never recorded - Clarence ‘Frogman’ Henry cut it though.
With the introduction “I learnt this off Jerry Lee, a Hank Williams song” we got the pleasant surprise
of a swinging version of Jambalaya featuring two sparkling piano passages. Then it was on to both
sides of Chas ‘n’ Dave’s first hit single from 1979 - The Banging In Your Head and Gertcha - to keep
everyone in the mood for a Saturday night knees-up in front of the old Joanna.
I wasn’t too impressed with the Elvis style rendition of One Night (With You), much preferring the
song when it is done the Smiley Lewis way (Of Sin), and Rabbit missed the vocal interplay Chas
used to have with Dave Peacock. Snooker Loopy brought back fond memories of watching the likes
of Tony Meo, Dennis Taylor, Terry Griffiths, Willie Thorne and Steve Davis “with a load of balls and
a snooker cue”. After mentioning how he started off in The Outlaws, Chas called the next one “a
tribute to Jerry Lee” as he gave us a good version of Breathless.
From there the proceedings stepped up a gear with some classic self-styled
Rockney via The Sideboard Song (Got My Beer In The Sideboard Here)
where Chas traded verses with bass player Darren as the crowd sang and
danced along merrily. I must mention the drummer too, Lou, who Chas
informed us, was backing him for only the second time. He was animated,
clearly enjoying himself, and fitting in really well.
A soulful Send Me Some Lovin’ was a treat, and Ain’t No Pleasing You
(another Hodges/Peacock number that The Frogman recorded) was equally
fine. The performance concluded with a “special request” for an album track
which I wasn’t familiar with, and rather an odd one at that, titled Lunatic
Asylum.
Chas certainly knows how to put on a show to get the punters into the party
spirit. It was quite a nice venue too, although they sold no bitter of any kind, or Newcastle Brown,
and managed to run out of Guinness before 11 o’clock on a Saturday night. So best secrete a few
bottles of beer about your person if you decide to visit this place.
Lee Wilkinson

Fans of the big Kansas City bands that Basie put together have been wondering for decades how
the man himself received his aristocratic title. Close ties to the Swedish/Albanian/Polish and British
monarchies have been mooted but ‘fact is stranger than fiction’. We can now reveal that it was an
employee of the German offshoot of Capitol Records with an interest in genealogy that inadvertently
set in motion the circumstances that led to Basie being elevated to the aristocracy. Fritz’s job for the
record company was in the department that dealt with song copyright. He was not a fluent English
speaker but was a typically officious German worker and when he noted that the song credits for
‘Jumpin’ At The Woodside’ by Benny Goodman were accredited to a certain Mr. Basie he decided
to use his skills in genealogy to discover the American’s first name and then added it to the record
label.
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Two weeks later the records were pressed and 500 copies were released. The record was not a
great success but six months later a German Basie fan, who had bought the Goodman record and
noticed the name check, managed to meet Basie in his dressing room at the Dresden Concert Hall.
Wolfgang decided to make the American
feel comfortable by using his first name
instead of the more formal Mr. Basie. Mr.
Basie was furious and nearly came to
blows with the unfortunate German fan but
eventually was mollified by the explanation
regarding the Benny Goodman record. On
the other hand Basie was also mortified
that his first name had been used by
Capitol Records and threatened to sue the
record company should this become
common knowledge.
Capitol Records immediately withdrew all
copies of the 45rpm record and an
executive of the company suggested that
an addition of an ‘o’ to his name would
make sure that his secret would remain
safe. Only one copy of this infamous
record exists - a copy of which is pictured
here... (for those of a fragile disposition,
please look away now - H)
Gerard Homan

Broadcasting since Easter 1964
Rock’n’Roll on RADIO CAROLINE
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT
Between 6pm & 9pm UK time
with your host Dell Richardson & guests!

TO LISTEN ON BROADBAND INTERNET THEN GO TO
EITHER OF OUR WEBSITES ON www.caroline.rockers.co.uk
or www.radiocaroline.co.uk
To tune in your satellite set top box, go here

The Boat That (still) Rocks!
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I guess this music pub is on the live music radar of
probably no more than two Woodies reading this; one
will be Mike Deasey of the BigBoppas Club, who in the
first place suggested a mosey down to see this boppin’
rockabilly band. The shrewd Mike of course had an
ulterior motive; he was talent scouting and seeking a
second opinion of these hepcats.
I had met Wes as a punter a couple of times at Boppas,
and he mentioned he had played The Old Bell before
and in his opinion had gone down well. Unlike
BigBoppas, The Old Bell, which is a small pub, does not
have a dance floor and any band/group has to do well
to get anybody up dancing in the two square feet in
front of the stage.
What I also remembered about Wes was that his favourite Rock’n’Roll mimicked mine, the
newly discovered 1950’s gems during the 1960’s and 1970’s. Anybody having the “Black
Raven” set of CDs or the BJC CD “A Rockin’ Trip To Memory Lane” will know what I mean.
A pillar situated conveniently in front of the tiny stage was my leaning post for the night, and
the group, after navigating the spaghetti junction of cables, took up residency. So with Wes
on vocals and rhythm/lead guitar, Doc Sideways ditto, Cort Chester on upright bass and
Hank Riviera on skins we surely did take a trip down memory lane. So on what slab of vinyl
did you first hear Pink Cadillac, Mr. Big Feet, Flat Feet, Three Alley Cats, Red Cadillac and
a Black Moustache, One Hand Loose, Dig Boy Dig, Tongue Tied Jill? Probably on bootleg
EPs and the wonderful rockabilly series of major labels. Am I the only one left with these
iconic LPs?
Wes and the group did these and more and had them, note per note, off to a T. Then some
extra goodies such as the Junior Thompson Meteor classic Raw Deal, plus Haydon’s Love
My Baby and Conway’s Long Black Train, I’m a sucker for these Presley Sun sounding
classics. A request for Johnny Cash resulted in Folsom River Blues and oddly Runaround
Sue, probably the only song most of the pub recognised, and there lies the rub.
Mike Deasey runs a rock and roll dance night and his jivers are happiest with a beat that is
not too fast and songs they recognise, really does not have to be rock and roll. The
Automobiles fortunately chose mid pace rockabillies, which will be perfect for the BigBoppa’s
senior citizens, and on the strength of some agreed tweaks of the song list may include
Holly, Cochran, Elvis, yawn yawn, the Automobiles will play the club on July 11th. However,
if you can’t wait that long, they are playing Hemsby on Thursday May 10th 8pm, when
hopefully the song list will not be tweaked and we get more rockin’ rarities.
Not so sure about Wes’s Southern drawl, and I don’t believe all I read on their website apart
from their gig list, dig www.theautomobiles.co.uk. Yep, a real cool boppin’ band who don’t
take themselves too seriously and are in a serious time warp. Well aren’t we all?
Ken Major
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History Of The Teddy Boy
by Chris Fender Black

It never rains....
The first of two articles
on Edwardian dress
Teddy Boys were so named because they based their suits on the smart Edwardian dress style of
the late 19th Century, “Teddy” being short for Edward. Nearly everybody in the ‘50s belonged to a
gang of some sort and the Teddy Boys used the Edwardian dress as a way of standing out from all
the other gangs. The Teddy Boy Edwardian dress developed very quickly and became very popular
with all the teenagers as it made a statement against all the strict Victorian attitudes of the time. The
Teddy Boys added crepe soled bopping boots in all colours to match their outlandish suits and tight
drainpipe trousers. They had studded belts which they took off
and used as weapons in a gang fight. They had big rings on every
finger and used these as knuckle dusters in a fight. Also some
wore a chromed bicycle chain slung round their necks so they
could swing it round and give someone a pasting with it!!! Flick
knives and small silver choppers were also quite common in
these times. Gang warfare was very active in these boring times
and gangs would meet up at the local dance halls and Mecca
Palais, and go to seaside resorts in the summer en masse! A
good day out for them was getting drunk and having a good punch
up as life was so regimented at work in factories etc. and they had to let off steam somehow!
Their music was Boogie Woogie (Winifred Attwell) Big Band swing stuff, Ted Heath, Squadronaires,
Johnnie Ray, Phil Tate Band, and many more. Rock’n’Roll would not enter the scene in the UK until
1956. Their main song was The Creep which they danced to, close up with a Teddy Girl. The whole
era slowed down and faded when they were called up for two years National Service in the army
etc. at the age of 18 and 21 (for apprentices).
After two years in the army you realised that you were not the hardest or fastest or the "Jack the lad"
you thought were, and you soon found out there was always someone better than you no matter
what it was you were good at! This made you think twice about starting any trouble and you had to
conform and keep within your limitations. Active service in some inhospitable foreign
country made you appreciate walking on a pavement and getting on a bus back in
England. When the Teddy Boys were de-mobbed from National Service they were
better behaved and a little more respectful and not as violent as they now just
wanted to enjoy life. The famous Teddy Boy hair do "The Quiff" and the "D.A."
(ducks arse) was copied from the USA films and Tony Curtis was the main man!
There were no fancy hair sprays available to stiffen up your hair for styling, so you
used Brylcreem or Vaseline (when you could afford
it ) or made do with lard or margarine as a last resort
to make it shine!!!
Becoming a Teddy Boy depended largely in what area you
happened to live and how you were brought up. I was born in
Barkingside, Ilford, Essex in 1938 and my parents were dead against
it and also didn't like me playing guitar and doing rock and roll so it
was not easy for me and my gang to get involved. We were too
young in the early ‘50s when the scene was at its height, although
we all had drainpipe trousers, black jeans, and bright coloured socks
and bopping boots and our greasy Tony Curtis Quiffs and D/As. We
were still at school and had no money to afford a Drape jacket or
Teddy Boy suit. The Teds were all older and had jobs to pay for their
gear.
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I started work in 1954 in London as a commercial artist and my wages were £3 per week!!! I got told
off for my quiff hairstyle at work and told to comb it out but I was a rebel and I still kept it in place
24/7! I didn't have any spare cash to spend but I did manage to get myself a new Daytona racing
bike on the HP and my dad had to go guarantor much against his better judgement as buying
something on HP was frowned on as a bad thing in those days. I was always the gang leader and
then the band leader, and I decided where we went, and what we played musically.
Lonnie Donegan brought out a massive Skiffle hit called Rock Island Line in 1955 and this started
everyone playing guitars and forming Skiffle Groups. This was a great time to be a teenager and we
had such a buzz from making our own music and learning to play guitars from chord books and old
78 records on wind up gramophones. It was such a great energy release and kept us from getting
into trouble gang wise. Our first gigs were at Chislehurst Caves in Kent; what a magic time that was
playing all acoustic in the damp darkness with just a few candles for lighting!
Then it all happened... ROCK & ROLL was born!
We were told to go to the cinema and see a film called
Blackboard Jungle. Like thousands of others it was an
experience I would never forget and I can still get the goose
bumps on my arms just thinking about it. My whole gang were
transfixed listening to Bill Haley's Rock Around The Clock.
What a sound came out on the cinema's BIG SPEAKER
SYSTEM WOW WOW WOW!
We had never experienced anything remotely like it before as
all we had were wind up gramophones which sounded really
naff. It was like being hit with a baseball bat behind your
head... a BIG WAKE UP CALL. We all went every night for the whole week just to hear Rock Around
The Clock over and over again. You just couldn't sit still and had to get up and leap about. By the
end of the week loads of metal red cinema seats were ripped up and thrown in the orchestra pit. No
punch ups, it was just the energy created by this new music from the USA.
A whole new lifestyle opened up; Coffee Bars, Ice Cream Parlours, Cafés, Rock and Roll dress,
jiving and an avalanche of fantastic music direct from the USA swamped us like a massive tidal
wave!
Everybody wanted to hear this new Rock’n’Roll so a JUKE BOX suddenly appeared in every coffee
bar and café etc. as Rock’n’Roll was not played much on the radio, and you could choose what you
wanted to hear. Everybody took their records with them to Youth Clubs and parties... you just could
not get enough Rock’n’Roll music. Teddy Boys and girls were still around but they were in the
minority now due to this general public surge for Rock’n’Roll.
It changed the music scene in the Palais’ and dance halls and big bands became old hat and small
Rock’n’Roll groups took over together with the first DJs, and everywhere was packed out with
dancing and jiving Rock’n’Rollers, with no agro; what a great time,
SADLY never to be seen again.
We all had many, many girl friends at this time but sex was mostly out
the question as there was no pill available and if you got a girl pregnant
you had to marry her and brought disgrace on both families. It was
definitely Shotgun time!
Everybody knew everybody and if you bought a packet of Durex in the
chemist your mum and dad knew about it before you got home! We
still had a lot of fun sex wise and it was a great laugh and you did
sometimes manage to score despite all the opposition from the older
generation that was going on.
It was 1957 before I could afford a Red Edwardian Drape jacket and I
wore it proudly for six months and then I got called up to do my
National Service!
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It wasn't until Rock’n’Roll faded out into the background during the late ‘60s that the Teddy Boys and
Girls of today claimed the music as their own and kept it alive and well all over Europe and the UK.
They must be complimented on this as they have formed many great weekly Rock’n’Roll Clubs and
Pubs and have Weekend gigs in Holiday Camps in the UK and Europe all year round. The Teddy
Boy is very much alive and well today and there is no substitute for him, and he has no comparable
group of young people to challenge his dress and music, and never will!
Landmark Songs From The ‘50s
Cry (Johnnie Ray)
The Creep (Ted Heath Big Band)
Bad Penny Blues (Humphrey Lyttleton)
Rock Island Line / Bring A Little Water Sylvie (Lonnie Donegan)
Rock Around The Clock / See You Later Alligator / Shake Rattle & Roll (Bill Haley)
Diana (Paul Anka)
Be Bop A Lula / Say Mama (Gene Vincent)
Don't Be Cruel / Hound Dog (Elvis)
Bye Bye Love / Cathy's Clown (Everly Brothers)
Whole Lotta Shakin’ Goin On / Great Balls Of Fire (Jerry Lee Lewis)
Little Darling (Diamonds)
C'mon Everybody / Summertime Blues / 20 Flight Rock (Eddie Cochran)
My Babe / I Believe / It's Late / Hello Mary Lou (Ricky Nelson)
Silhouettes / Why Do Fools Fall In Love (Frankie Lymon)
Teenager In Love / The Wanderer (Dion)
Blueberry Hill (Fats Domino)
The Girl Can't Help It / Long Tall Sally / Good Golly Miss Molly (Little Richard)
Party Doll (Bobby Knox)
It's Fabulous (Charlie Gracie)
Come On, Let’s Go / Donna / Tell Laura I Love Her / La Bamba (Richie Valens)
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Teddy Boys and Related Cults
by Tony Papard

It never rains....
The second of two articles
on Edwardian dress

The Edwardian Drape Society (T.E.D.S.), many of whom are connected with Ritchie
Gee and the Wildest Cats In Town weekenders, are purists who wear black or very
dark gray three-piece Teddy boy suits and who claim that colored drape jackets and
complete suits, real or fake leopard-skin trimmings, etc. were much later variations.
This may well be true, but only if you're talking about the very first Teds before
Rock’n’Roll hit our shores.
Rock'n'Roll was all about color and being over-the-top. As soon as it hit Britain from
across the Atlantic, its influence was felt here in clothes and everything else. Despite
the BBC's attempt to exclude it from the airwaves (on radio), it did have considerable
impact. To claim that nobody wore colored drape jackets till Showaddywaddy took
this to extremes with long hair and pastel colored ones (which was nothing like the
real Teddy boy look, just stage outfits) is wrong, and I'm sure some of the original
people on the scene in the 1950s like Breathless Dan can give more information
on this.
We should remember that color photography was very rare in
Britain in the 1950s. The first color photo taken of my
grandparents was in the 1950s, but was very small and taken
by some Canadian friends of my great aunt who came over
during that decade. Certainly all the photos of Teddy boys in
the 1950s that I've seen have been in black-and-white, so
impossible to tell if there was any color in their clothing. I certainly remember
personally the rage for fluorescent shocking pink sox, and possibly other very
bright colors, in the 1950s. Boys at my school were wearing them, and they had
'Rock’n’Roll' printed all over them in black. Hardly the image of sombre black and
dark gray some would have Teds wearing throughout the 1950s and Rock’n’Roll
era.
I myself have seen original 1950s drape jackets in blue, red, etc., and let's not
forget that Jerry Lee wore stage outfits very similar to the British Teddy boy
suits back in the 1950s in bright colors and with black velvet or leopard-skin
trimmings, etc. While the British Teddy boy look may have influenced him,
could Lewis and other Americans in their flashy stage suits have influenced
the British Teddy boy of the 1950s Rock’n’Roll era? Bill Haley & His Comets
also wore brightly colored jackets, originally in tartan patterns.
It is also likely that films like 'The Wild One' led to related cults like the leather
Rocker look, complete with motorbikes, while James Dean and others led to
the adoption by British teenagers and later Rock’n’Roll fans of 1950s
American teenage clothing and the Rockabilly look. This included the
incorporation of the Rebel Flag first on to denim jackets, then on to
tattoos, musical instruments and also the flag itself displayed at
Rockabilly and Rock’n’Roll venues, at least outside the United States
where many still regard it as a 'racist' symbol. I would say no more
'racist' than the British Union Flag but it is seen by some in that way
because it is frozen at the time of the American Civil War/War Between
The States//War of Northern Aggression (various descriptions,
according to who's using them, of the same tragic conflict).
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I have a photo of myself in 1966 wearing the Rebel Flag on a white
Jerry Lee t-shirt. Screamin' Dee Snoble, my penfriend of well over
40 years now, sent it to me. Also I remember waving a Rebel Flag
at a Jerry Lee show in the 1960s when it was rarely seen in Britain.
By the 1970s rockabillies and others were displaying the flag in
various forms because it represents the musical heritage of the
Southern States. And let's not forget Rock’n’Roll helped break
down segregation, one of the reasons the extreme Right in
America hated it so much. “Encouraging white teenagers to dance
to jungle music” as some of them put it, quite apart from exposing
them to, heaven forbid, black singers and groups.
We must remember
that, in Britain in the
late 1940s and early
1950s when the Edwardian suit first came into fashion
again, we still had ration books for many things and it
was a period of austerity. Everything was rather gray,
at least till the Coronation in 1953 when everything
suddenly burst into color. Rock'n'Roll may have
started in America with its 'race' records by Big Joe
Turner, Amos Milburn, Sticks McGhee, Fats Domino
and others, and Bill Haley had pre-Rock Around The
Clock hits with 'Crazy Man Crazy' and many other
early Rock’n’Roll titles, but none of this hit Britain till
the release here of first the film 'Blackboard Jungle'
and then 'Rock Around The Clock', causing such
excitement that several cinemas were wrecked by
Teds and other teenagers attempting to jive in the
aisles and being stopped by the staff or police.
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So the idea that throughout the 1950s all the Teddy
boys were dressed as though going to a funeral in
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doesn't ring true to me. My part of London (Wood
Green) in the 1950s was not full of Teddy boys, unlike
Newport in Wales and the Elephant and Castle area in
South London. All I remember is a huge mob of Teds
who threw fireworks at the police at Alexandra Palace on Bonfire
Night in the late 1950s, but it was dark and I can't remember
what color jackets they were wearing. Anyway my mother
dragged me and my brother home as soon as she realized this
wasn't an organized firework display, but a full-scale riot!
Pastel-colored

drape

jackets
originate
from
the
Showaddywaddy stage suits,
but the much earlier red, blue,
green and other colored Ted
clothes reflected the liberation
from dark, sombre colors in
men's clothing along with the
excitement
of
the
new
Rock’n’Roll music, all coming
across
the
Atlantic
and
shocking the older generation.
Teddy Papard
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Hits and Misses in the Twenties
Historic Ramblings of a Jazz Aficionado
Like so much that happened in the early ’20s, Kid Ory was in the right place at the right time. Jelly
Roll Morton wanted to record in the summer of 1922 and asked Kid Ory’s band to accompany him.
This was the first recording of a Black New Orleans group.
Armand Piron always planned for his move from New Orleans, and was delighted when he and his
band made the move to New York. Late in 1923 he recorded for Victor, Columbia, and Okeh, after
a contract with the Cotton Club.
When dissent started to break out over the food, the cold and New York’s crowds and noise, he held
a vote, which was to return to New Orleans. The recording companies however, sent mobile units
to New Orleans and further recordings were made. The total of seventeen sides made by Piron just
exceeded that of Celestine’s Tuxedo Jazz Orchestra who made fifteen.
Freddie Keppard had recorded as part of a band in 1923, but it would be 1926 before he recorded
as part of a small group. By this time Louis Armstrong was casting a spell of brilliance over New
Orleans music. Dance Halls in New Orleans were also changing and the Halfway House came into
popularity. The restaurants The Spanish Forte, and Transchina, were also well attended, even when
no bands were present.
In late 1924/early 1925 the original Tuxedo Jazz Band added Punch Miller to its line up, and
recordings started for not only this band but also Sharkey Bonario and Wingy Manone. Abbie
Brunies led the orchestra at the Halfway House, right through until it closed in the early 1930s.
Victor recorded them in early 1925. In the mid 1920s a new band, the New Orleans Owls came to
the fore. Right through until 1954 members of this band made recordings.
Another venerable New Orleans artist John Robichaux stuck to his policy of not recording,
maintaining that jazz had to be heard but not put to record. Buck Johnson was also maintaining this
line and did not record until the 1940s, when he led the great revival of this music.
Less fortunate was Buddy Petit, who loved alcohol and red beans, which were regularly cooked on
stage for him. Sadly he died in the thirties without a recording, but with his myth intact.
Whereas the great Kansas City
jazzman,
Bennie
Moten
recorded first in 1923, Louis
Armstrong made his first
recording in 1924 with the
Fletcher Henderson orchestra.
In 1925 he switched from cornet Bennie Moten
to trumpet and in the next few
years recorded Heebie Jeebies, an innovative
example of scat singing, West End Blues and
Weather Bird, all time classics.
Whether he was playing or singing, Louis set the
bench mark for all future jazzmen and few came
close to the pinnacle he set almost a hundred years
ago.

Ian McNeil
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SOUL KITCHEN
“Required reading” - John Broven.

CD REVIEW

SEHORN'S SOUL FARM: 50 New Orleans Soul Classics : Charley snad661
CD 1 : Warren Lee - Star Revue : Willie Harper - Why You Wanna Do It : John Williams - Blues Tears
And Sorrow : Benny Spellman - Sinner Girl : Eldridge Holmes - Love Affair : Joe Haywood - Let's
Make It : Curly Moore - Get Low Down : Aaron Neville - Hercules : Aaron Neville - Struttin' On
Sunday : Warren Lee - Climb The Ladder : Curley Moore - Don't Pity Me : Sonny Fisher - Oh Love
This Is Sonny : Earl King - All My Love (All My Love) : Willie Harper - That's What You Need :
Diamond Joe - Gossip Gossip : Ernie K. Doe - Hotcha Mama :
Bonus Tracks : Willie West - Baby, Baby I Love You : Eldridge Holmes - A Love Problem : Warren
Lee - Underdog Backstreet : Earl King - This Is What I Call Livin' : Lee Dorsey - Ride Your Pony :
Betty Harris - Mean Man : The Meters - Cissy Strut : Willie Harper - I Don't Need You Anymore :
Ernie K. Doe - I Can't Believe She Gave It All To Me.
CD 2 : Eldridge Holmes - Lovely Woman : Diamond Joe - How To Pick A Winner : Willie West - Fair
Child : Warren Lee - Just Like A Woman : Zilla Mayes - I Love You Still : Ironing Board Sam - Man
Of The Street : Willie Harper - Here Come The Hurt Again : Ernie K. Doe - You Got To Love Me :
Danny White - Natural Soul Brother : Curly Moore - Goodbye : Eldridge Holmes - Cheatin' Woman
: Diamond Joe - Don't Set Me Back : Willie West - Did You Have Fun : Zilla Mayes - All I Want Is
You : Joe Haywood - Sadie Mae : Ernie K.Doe - You Lie So Much :
Bonus Tracks : Earl King - A Mothers Love : Eldridge Holmes - An Open Letter (To My Love) :
Warren Lee - A Lady : Diamond Joe - Look Way Back : Lee Dorsey - Get Out My Life, Woman :
Betty Harris - I'm Evil Tonight : The Meters - Chicken Strut : Willie West - Keep You Mine : Ernie K
Doe - Let Me Love You.
Compilation sets appeal to everyone, I guess, for the sheer variety and excitement of discovering
new artists and recordings, naturally along with tracks that have become part of the furniture, which
is the case with this lot. Unknowns alongside well-trodden vibes. You simply cannot pay less for
such a collection of great recordings.
In 1965 the famed talent scout and promotion man Marshall Sehorn, along with legendary producer,
composer, artist, Allen Toussaint in the mid-sixties formed the Sansu label, scooping up the cream
of Crescent Cities soul and R&B acts.
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The original Sehorn's Soul Farm album was released by Charley in 1982 and collected together
sixteen tracks recorded by Sansu. Charley followed this up in 1986 with a volume two, which also
included many more little heard obscurities. This is the first time these long sought after albums
have appeared on CD and come with eighteen bonus tracks, making these CDs a mouth-watering
gumbo.
Fifty tracks licensed from Sansu enterprises provide a tribute to Southern Soul. While that up-tempo
sound of the city was being laid down, mostly in the Northern cities like Philly, New York, Detroit,
Chicago etc. down in the Southern states it was usually more raw, slower, deeper and very much
blues influenced soul that was being recorded, as typified with this lot.
Soul Farm represents the unique sound of New Orleans, with Allen Toussaint very much involved
in most of these tracks. The content varies from raw up-tempo across the board to smouldering
testifying crawlers.
We open the can with one of the best forty fives to come out of New Orleans in the sixties. Warren
Lee's 'Star Revue', is an absolute barnstormer. "Somebodies gonna steal the show, Mama, Mama
please may I go." Lee name checks the stars appearing at the revue; Wilson Pickett, Otis Redding,
Solomon Burke, a mouth-watering line up indeed, but not forgetting himself, The Mighty King Lee,
who without doubt is gonna steal the show. Fantastic vocals from Lee, pounding piano and solid
horns, all add up to one justifiable smasheroo. Lee's other inclusion, 'Climb The Ladder', the follow
up single to 'Star Revue', is an enjoyable dance craze tune, a real New Orleans soul party.
John Williams’ 'Blues Tears and Sorrow' stops the fun in its tracks on his ponderously doomy sad
tale. Benny Spellman wades in with his lovely 'Sinner Girl'. One of the highlights from disc 1 is
Aaron Neville with his early seventies social observation chestnut, 'Hercules', which he strangely
omitted from his recent Barbican show play list, although at times it was hard to hear his vocals.
Aaron's other inclusion, 'Struttin’ On Sunday', is a nice mid pace summer sound.
Sonny Fisher's 'Oh Love' is a gem that will grow on you. His rather unusual voice is pleading for the
DJ to play his song for his main squeeze, against chimes, a plodding beat and a tumbling chorus;
brilliant. A great gospelly sound from Eldridge Holmes with, 'Love Affair', is simply top notch. The
recently departed, New Orleans legend, Diamond Joe, excels on 'Gossip Gossip', which is simply
great Southern, with his amazing growling baritone voice set against a room full of people talking
gossip. The wonderful Zilla Mayes’ 'I Love You Still' still gives me goose bumps.
Other goodies, among many, would be the ultra-soulful Sonny Fisher, 'Oh Love This Is Sonny'.
Joe Haywood's (who cut the original version of 'Warm & Tender Love') upbeat, 'Lets Make It' is a
razzmatazz caper. Curley Moore is another man with soul to spare, as proven on 'Don't Pity Me',
which is a crackerjack of a track, a bona fide gem.
The great Danny White pops in with his sumptuous 1968 Muscle Shoals recording, 'Natural Soul
Brother', which will leave you seeking out his brilliant solo Kent CD. Willie West, one time lead
vocalist with the Meters, is never that dynamic, but can always guarantee high quality, as on 'Baby,
Baby I Love You', which is a real charmer. Finally to Ernie K Doe, unquestionably one of the
characters of R&B, who always amuses. His inclusions here prove Ern can soul with the best of
them.
The CDs also have offerings from such New Orleans stalwarts as Lee Dorsey, Earl King, Betty
Harris and many, many more.
As with many Charleys, the sound on some tracks is a bit iffy, as a hand full of the tracks have
probably been taken from disc and not necessarily from the master tapes. Having
said that, if your musical taste is for classic but relatively obscure Soul/Northern,
then this presentation is a treasure trove that has very few duds.
A cracking release which will leave any listener soulfully satisfied.

Remember you're in
safe soul hands with....

SOULBOY
Keep on keeping on
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I stood stage left and wondered how I’d got myself in this position. Since that fateful day in year 8
when I’d been handed a scruffy, two-week old copy of the NME by a guy called Sam, I’d been a
music obsessive, and had ducked and dived as a promoter, band member, record company owner,
magazine editor, vocalist and drummer for hire, and God knows what else over the four decades
since. But it had all been fairly under-the-radar stuff, with the odd national press by-line or brush with
celebrity being the only sniffs of the big time.
In three short months it had all changed. A friend of mine, Pamela, had taken exception to a letter
written in one of those tin-pot niche music magazines that clutter up the newsstands, the subject of
which was her idol. Now Pamela is a full-on rockabilly lass, running a club and an online business
along those lines, so I was surprised when she got on my case, me being the sort of guy who doesn’t
mind listening to the occasional random ‘nothing to do with me’ moan, about the letter, written by
someone I knew, which had in summary accused her idol of being dead. But I wasn’t surprised at
her ire per se, more the fact that she revealed her hero as ‘The UK’s First Rock’n’Roller’ Tommy
Steele. She was genuinely upset, and was also at a loss to explain her hero-worship for the
subsequent music hall/panto chump apart from saying it was a childhood thing that she’d never
grown out of.
I was no great fan of Mr Steele myself, and had no idea whether he remained extant or not. I rang
round a few friends who would be likely to know, and discovered the painful truth. Tommy Steele
was worse than dead, he was appearing in pantomime in Preston.
I rang my friend to reassure her, and suggested she went up to Preston to check out Tommy’s
current form. Her response was “I’d sooner see him onstage at my little club”, and that was all the
excuse my overactive brain needed to switch into what I call ‘crazy idea mode’. As I put the phone
down I thought “Well, why not? Why not drag him out of those silly costumes and into something
smart, get a rockin’ band together, dust off and rock up half a dozen of his songs from back in the
day and get him up there doing something he’s probably not done for half a century?”
Then a bit of reality kicked in. He’s probably not done it for half a century for very good reasons,
chief amongst which in my opinion would be that his hit songs were, as they say ‘of their time’, or as
I say, fairly rubbish stuff which only sold because he was a teen idol. Then there was the fact that
the old sod was pushing 80, and probably not capable of rockin’ any more. And of course he already
had a gig, doing his damnedest to push young kids forever away from The Theatre with his daily
(twice on Wednesday and Saturday) Jack/cow/beanstalk-based punishment sessions.
So I mentally filed the idea in ‘stupid idea, it will never fly’.
And of course within the hour I was mentally rooting round my filing system, dragging the idea out
and concocting a business plan for it.
I assumed I could just get his agent’s number, contact him through the agent, and we could agree
a date to meet and discuss. What a fool I was. True global superstars I don’t have a problem with,
I understand the route in, have the contacts, know the patter. I even had Jeff Beck phone me at
home one day, a story for another day (although I’ll share with you Mrs Faber’s comment “some
miserable bugger called Jeff phoned”). But it doesn’t seem to work the same with stars from the
fifties and sixties, not for me anyway. They don’t have websites (or they are years out of date), don’t
have facebook, their IMdb entry is not worth paying the subscription to see, and their agency, if you
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can find it, never answers emails or phone calls. For day after day I pumped the phones, looking for
a way of contacting Tommy.
Then, suddenly, a chink of light appeared. I was half-listening to one of those aimless Sunday
afternoon Radio 2 programmes, hosted by a chap who wants to retain his anonymity, but who we’ll
call, for the sake of having a name, ‘Bill’. He was a stand in for a regular DJ, and someone who had
spent most of his considerable adult life mooching round the theatres and dancehalls of the UK,
working with some of the top stage performers of the Rock’n’Roll era – including, it became clear as
he recounted some of the stories from his career, Tommy Steele. In fact he seemed to talk about
Tommy more than most. At one stage he mentioned, in what I guess he intended as a throwaway
manner, that Tommy was still ‘available for bookings’, and that was all the incentive I needed to take
my plan to the next stage. I needed to talk to Bill about Tommy.
A mere two weeks, twenty emails and hundreds of phone calls later I was sitting in a café in central
London, opposite ‘Bill’, who spent most of his time complaining about the state of the cutlery and the
lack of a tablecloth, but between moans gave me some positive news. No, Tommy hadn’t
considered reinventing himself as a born-again Rock’n’Roll star, no he wasn’t aware that there was
a potential market for a first generation ex-rocker like him, but yes if all the elements in the equation
were right, he’d be interested. We negotiated for a while, me knowing I was making commitments I
had no idea how to deliver on, ‘Bill’ wishing I’d chosen The Ivy to meet instead of Costa Coffee, and
we parted with the deal done. My idea for a gig in a little club had become a definite plan for a
nationwide tour of maybe twenty big venues, and, given Tommy’s still-busy schedule, the tour
needed to start in four weeks and end in eight. No pressure then.
And a week later, in a dingy basement on Gerrard Street, we had lift-off. Through friends of friends
of friends I’d managed to pull together some of the best musicians in the Rock’n’Roll and rockabilly
world, all of whom were delighted to be part of the project – in fact it eventually got a bit silly; there
were musicians queuing up to help, but I decided on a nifty little six-piece, guitar, drums, stand-up
bass, piano, saxophone and trumpet. Now they were in front of me doing their thing, twanging,
banging and parping their way through a list of a dozen suggested Tommy tunes, with the guitarist,
a big guy with a goatee and a French onion-seller cap, doing the vocals in Tommy’s absence. His
instruction had been “Learn them according to the original and I’ll have no problem with my part”, so
that’s what the band did, but rocked up just a tad.
Around midday, ‘Bill’ arrived. “Make it good, Tommy will be here in five and he has time enough for
one run through so no lash-ups”. Sure enough, a few minutes later, in walked a star. Tommy might
be knocking on a bit, but Charisma doesn’t wither with age, and as he trotted down the steps
towards the stage area, the whole room seemed to take on a strange aura, enhanced by that
still-bright, still-warm smile. He marched up to the mic, looked around and said nothing more than
“OK boys, Rock with The Caveman. Let’s go!” and the place exploded with energy. This was nothing
like the tepid faux-rock of the originals, the band went up a gear or two even from their impressive
rehearsals and Tommy obviously wanted his swansong, if this tour was to be it, to be a raucous one.
Forty minutes later Tommy and ‘Bill’ were in a Bentley en route to a bit of fine dining somewhere,
and the band were taking a breather back in the basement, sweat pouring off them young and old,
and eyes still wide in amazement. No-one spoke for some time, and then the sax player, a veteran
of hundreds of gigs over five decades, summed it up in one word: “Incredible”. They all just nodded
in agreement. Even to a non-fan like myself it was clear that this was a
‘goer’ in every way. Tommy was well-rehearsed, on-form and well-up for
the rocked-up delivery the band favoured.
Over the next three weeks Tommy and the band met weekly, every time
repeating that stellar first rehearsal. They’d even spread their wings
beyond Tommy’s early Rock’n’Roll material and done heavily reworked
versions of some of his later pop pap, including a frankly hilarious, but
still hard-rocking, version of ‘Little White Bull’, which had quickly become
the cornerstone of the whole set. ‘Bill’ had put his considerable
knowledge to work and sorted out the tour logistics and promotion, and
I had assumed the position of tour manager, which to someone looking
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from outside might have appeared to more accurately be ‘gofer’ but hey, this had been my idea and
I decided to take whatever vanity job title I wanted.
The first date of the tour proper was in London, but before that, Tommy had agreed to do a ‘low-key’
warm-up date, and of course it had to be in my pal Pamela’s little club in the Badlands of Essex.
Pamela was under strict instructions to only tell a few close mates about the gig, but she’s got lots
of mates and by showtime, the two hundred capacity club had maybe three hundred in, scuffles
outside amongst those wanting to just stand close enough to hear, and local TV, radio and police in
attendance. The band did a half-hour first set as a warm-up, and even that went down a storm, then
after a short break it was showtime. ‘Bill’ was with me at the side of the stage and reassured me that,
although we hadn’t seen Tommy for a week, he was never late, and he would keep to his promise
of being ready to go onstage at ten o’clock.
I looked repeatedly at my watch as the minutes counted down. From five to ten I looked every ten
seconds or so. From one minute to my eyes were glued to my watch, beads of sweat starting to form
on my forehead. Ten seconds, five, oh shit what have I done?
And there, standing next to me was Tommy, looking like the hippest cat you’ve ever seen, and like
the clock had been turned back half a century. He flashed me a smile so bright it hurt, and dashed
past ‘Bill’ and myself onto the stage to a reception more like a football crowd than the polite
end-of-the-pier audience reactions of years gone by. The bright lights were on him but he didn’t
need them, he lit the place up on his own, truly a man reborn. No words were necessary; he just
stood there in the limelight, grinning away at the crowd as they continued their heartfelt ovation. The
band walked past me with a nod, a wink, a couple of “Let’s rock!”s and a real buzz about them like
they knew they were part of something special.
Last past was the bass player, hauling his bass fiddle in
his wake. It was just a bit of bad timing that the head of
his instrument and my head decided momentarily that
they wanted to occupy the same bit of space, and as
oak met skull with a crack, there was only going to be
one winner. For me the lights went out instantly and I hit
the deck.
As I came round, my head was beating like a fat clock. Boy, that must have
been some whack! Then I started to focus. Where was Tommy? Where was ‘Bill’?
Where, for that matter, was the venue? And what was I wrapped in?
I sat up. Through the darkness in front of me I could make out the shape of a wardrobe. One just
like I had at home. And I was wrapped in a duvet. Just like the one I had at home. What was going
on? Next to me, I felt something, or someone, move.
“Can you settle down Andy, it’s four-bloody-thirty and you’ve been tossing and turning all night,
snoring like a pig and muttering to yourself. You really shouldn’t have had that fifth bottle of Dragon
stout. And who the Hell is Tommy anyway? You’ve muttered his name a dozen times since you went
to sleep.”
I was struggling to get to grips with what was going on. “Where’s Tommy? What about the gig? Who
brought me home?” I needed answers, needed to fill my aching brain with info.
“You’ve not been to a gig.” The voice was that of the long-suffering Mrs Faber, lying next
to me in what was clearly the marital bed as opposed to stage-right at Pamela’s club.
“You slid up to bed half-cut on Jamaican stout after rattling on to that bloody
mate of yours, Pamela, for an hour.”
I felt for the bass-induced bruise I knew I had. There wasn’t one. The
pounding headache wasn’t the sort that a heavy whack with a piece of oak
might provide, more the kind that having a shortage of blood in the alcohol
system might produce. Quickly it all became oh-so-depressingly obvious.
As I’d been giving Pamela a damned good listening to, her mantra of
“Tommy Steele, Tommy Steele” had implanted itself in the ‘dream about
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this’ part of my brain, the likelihood of imminent recall enhanced by the fact that I’d got slowly
trousered on my favourite Caribbean tipple during the conversation. Only I knew the nature of the
dream, but I still felt a prat, feeling I’d let so many people down despite the fact they were ignorant
of the whole (non-) event.
I let the matter rest, and told no-one. I had plenty of other hare-brained schemes to occupy my mind,
plus actually living what apparently is called ‘real life’, that thing that gets in the way of your dreams.
Then one day a few weeks later the postie came knocking, keen to deliver an obviously worthless
parcel (anything of value would have been allocated out at the sorting office) which had my name
in the ‘Sign for’ space.
Well-wrapped with brown tape, it took me five minutes to carefully unwrap, layer by layer, with care
that only the former recipient of an incendiary device or a still-warm turd would exercise. When at
last the final layer of packing fell away, I smelled neither cordite nor faeces, and found inside another
small box, this time less securely fastened, and with a mobile phone number
scrawled on top – not one I recognised. I noted the phone number, then pulled
away the single piece of tape and opened the box. Inside was a small plastic effigy
of an animal.
A little white bull.

Watch This Space.

From The Woods is the debut EP from Mild Horses, the musical alias of Matthew Leuw, former
songwriter of indie groups Crest and Coin-Op, and co-pilot of husband-and-wife electro-punk
sexpots 2 Hot 2 Sweat. Evolving from a series of soundtracks Matt was providing for short films, Mild
Horses began as a largely instrumental, powerfully atmospheric collection of moodscapes.
John Howard

The Thursday
Club
The TFTW Thursday Club expedition in February found us in the
Canal Museum near Kings Cross, the building once owned by Carlo
Gatti who invented ice. From there we took a stroll through the
wetlands to the historical Camden Lock and a view of England's
finest traditional architecture and historical markets. This was
followed by a short walk to the historical Blues Kitchen where some
sampled the local gumbo delicacy and others smoked chicken (far
healthier than Old Holborn).
It was good that we saw several new faces, but a shame they were
not part of our usual group of eight. Beware... the next TFTW
Thursday Club, or maybe a Wednesday Club adventure, could take
us to a location near you...
Well done TFTW Social Secretary John ‘SoulBoy’ Jolliffe.
Ken Major
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The photo with John was the last time we met in Cannock
on the 4th of April 2010. John and Cynthia (his wife) talked
to me for over four hours.
This is a very sad picture for me as John said he was not
well and he must have known that he would not see me
again; that's why he stayed so long with me.
I have kept in touch with John on a regular basis ever since
we did Hastings together, and we had a very close
friendship from 1985 when I first backed him. He said it was
a shame we didn't meet up in 1963 and work together.
I'll never forget the first gig I did with him in the UK at Yeovil
Night Spot in Somerset. When he came on stage he just stood in front of the audience with a black
leather waistcoat and strides and a crisp white shirt; he looked so distinguished and his stage
presence was amazing. We all picked up the vibes from him and it was such an honour to play with
this cool man. Not a sound… you could hear a pin drop and John
started to sing all on his own "Breaking up is so hard to do ooo h hoo
oooo... Make it easy on yourself." Then the band came in and the
whole audience gave him a standing ovation there and then. I had
goose pimples up my arms and will never forget this moment as long
as I live. It has never happened before or since, only ever with John;
it was such a magic musical moment in my life.
I loved the guy; he was so gentle and loving and what a star, and we
had a mutual respect for each other that lasted 26 years.
I'm sure gonna miss him!
Chris Fender Black (Words and Pictures)

Chris with Cynthia

Sharp As A Switchblade
Paul Barrett
Rock'n'Roll Enterprises
(est. circa 1960)

For all pre-Beatles Rock'n'Roll, coast to coast and world wide.
From the Jets to Crazy Cavan, Si Cranstoun and Band to Matchbox, Wee Willie Harris
to The Atlantics. With Gene Summers, Roddy Jackson, Linda Gail Lewis, Jack Scott,
Ray Campi, Mac Curtis, Charlie Gracie,
As well as the Incredible Roy Young and Band, Alvin Stardust, Shane Fenton and,
from Germany, the Lennerockers

One call, book 'em all.
Tel: 02920 704279, Fax: 02920 709989
e-mail: barrettrocknroll@ntlworld.com
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Baker’s Dozen
A dip into 40 years of correspondence from the
Ken Major/Chuck N. Baker (USA) archive cabinet
Contact Ken for the fuller stories.
1. A Billy The Kid tintype photo was auctioned for $2.3M on June 25th to William Koch at Brian Lebel’s
22nd Annual Old West Show & Auction in Denver. The image was taken either in 1879/80 in Fort
Sumner, New Mexico, and shows the outlaw standing with his right hand on a Winchester rifle and his
left on a Colt revolver, the only known photo. Because these are reversed images, Paul Newman’s Billy
The Kid role as a left hand gun is incorrect, Billy was right handed. Source: Las Vegas Review-Journal
27.6.2011
2. John Newton wrote Amazing Grace about 1779. He deserted the Royal Navy, was captured, became
a slave trader, and after a religious awakening became a hymn composer. The public domain song has
been recorded more than 6600 times and Judy Collins probably recorded the best known commercial
version, with Joan Baez famously linked to the song during the Vietnam War demonstrations. Became
a film in 2006 With Albert Finney playing Newton. Source: Joe Edwards, Las Vegas Review-Journal
25.12.2010
3. Six pages of photos of the New York Apollo, part of an exhibition called “Ain’t Nothing Like The Real
Thing”. Organised by the Smithsonian’s National Museum of African American History and Culture and
the Apollo Theater Foundation. Ted Fox author of the 1983 book “Showtime At The Apollo” adds some
comments. The theatre was previously a burlesque house for whites only and in 1934 opened as the
racially integrated Apollo. Its amateur nights sell out to this day. Source: Lucinda Moore, Smithsonian,
Nov 2010
4. Upright bass player Dick Kniss who joined Peter, Paul and Mary in 1964 died Jan 25th of pulmonary
disease in Saugerties, N.Y., said his wife Diane. Born in 1937 in Portland Oregan, Kniss (pronounced
k-nish) was playing in a Woodie Herman band prior to the folk group. He co-wrote the Johnn Denver hit
“Sunshine On My Shoulders” and rejoined the group in 1978 when they reunited, and continued to give
concerts with them until 2009, the year Mary Travers died. Source: Theodore Jean, Associated Press.
1.2.2012
5. Garland Perry (Hank) Cochran born in Isola, Miss., placed in a Memphis orphanage and aged 12
hitch-hiked to Hobbs, N.M. where he laboured in oil fields, learning guitar. Settled in L.A. and met Eddie
Cochran in 1954 where billed as the Cochran Brothers. Appeared on KTTV-TV Channel “Town Hall
Party” and toured with Lefty Frizell. Moved to Nashville, hired by Ray Price’s music publishing company
as a song writer. Many hits for the country greats. Died 15.7.2010. Source: Randy Lewis, L.A. Times
16.7.2010
6. Under the banner “America’s First News Photo” shows two pages of photographs of Philadelphia
where Joseph Saxton produced a daguerreotype of Central High school in 1839. What is believed to be
the city’s first news photograph was made on 9.4.1844 as the Pennsylvania Militia occupied the first
Bank on Church Street following Nativist riots that culminated in the burning of two Catholic churches.
The photos were part of an exhibition 11.7.1980 “19th Century Photography In Philadelphia”. Source:
unknown
7. Judge Thomas H. Cahraman ruled Artis Mills, Etta James husband, to remain as conservator of her
$1m estate in Riverside County which includes a ranch style house on a rugged canyon. Only $350k
was allowed to be released for medical care, half of what her sons Donto and Sametto James requested.
They also wanted Etta, who has leukaemia and dementia, to be removed to a hospital for a thorough
examination, but the judge said he would leave it to her doctor. Source: Catherine Saillant, La.A Times,
21.12.2011
8. Town Square’s (Las Vegas) new gastropub somehow makes British food even blander than its
reputation would suggest. Quintessentially a British restaurant where the chef waters down the food of
British gastropubs to the point where it’s virtually devoid of any taste whatsoever, and is only notable for
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being overcooked. I know British food has a reputation for being bland-and some of it can be. But the
chefs here play that stereotype like no place I’ve ever dined. Source: Al Mancini, City Life, 17.11.2011
9. Disney owned cable sport channel ESPN pulled Hank Williams Jnr. theme song from its latest
“Monday Night Football” broadcast. During “Fox and Friends” Williams had referred to Obama and Vice
President Joe Biden as “the enemy,” and discussing a golf summit pairing Obama and Republican
House Speaker John Boehner, said “Come; it’ll be like Hitler playing golf with (Israeli Prime Minister
Benjamin) Netanyahu”. Williams apologized on his website. Source: Las Vegas Sentinel-Voice
6.10.2011
10. 84 r’n’b blues greats who played W. Oakland clubs from the 1940’s will be commemorated by a
“Walk Of Fame” in April with granite plaques along 7th Street. These include Big Mama Thornton and
T-Bone Walker, and Aretha Franklin. Ronnie Stewart who co-founded the Bay Area Blues Society
decided in 1990 to get the area recognized for its music legacy. “Terrible” Tom Bowden and Stewart will
join a concert on Wednesday to honour 7th Street’s past. Source: Lee Romney, L.A. Times. 7.12.2011
11. 39 year old Jonathon Ward whose day job is as a researcher at Getty Research Centre has issued
a four CD compilation of 100 song collection plus booklet called “Opika Pende: Africa at 78rpm”. This is
a compilation of regional African music recorded from the early 1900s through to the 1960s. Much of it
is from original shellac recordings taken from his huge collection. Ward’s website “Excavated Shellac”
has since 2007 offered downloads of antiquated African music. Source: Randall Roberts, L.A. Times
6.12.2011
12. Dr. Ike about the Ponderosa Stomp reveals Mac Rebennack agreed to do his early guitar work as
long as Wardell Quezerque does the arrangements; he did. ‘Johnny Farina agreed to play “Bullseye” for
the very first time since the record release. Duane Eddy played his longest set. Ike Turner thought Ike
was crazy when he was asked to play instrumentals, never happened. Link Wray kissed Scotty Moores
feet. Scotty agreed to play after Ike (anaesthesiologist) explained a medical procedure Source: Offbeat
Sept 2011
13. There are 1800 blue plaques in the greater London area and the 1st was Lord Byron. Dickens leads
with 10, Churchill has 5. The author concentrating on Chelsea noted Mark Twain and Bram Stoker within
3 “blocks” and cleverly was able to link the actors Oscar Wilde, Sir Herbert Beerbohm, Lillie Langtry and
George Alexander. Roper’s Garden is the site of St. Thomas More’s orchard and Sir Jacob Epstein has
his studio there. Epstein sculptured Wilde’s memorial. Source: Life, Christopher Buckley, May 2011
Chuck N Baker / Ken Major

Elizabeth Hutchings is re-releasing a book by her late
husband, Richard J Hutchings, entitled Dickens on an
Island, an appropriate release for the 200th year of his
birth. The book tells the story of Dickens' stay on the Isle of
Wight when he was writing David Copperfield. It also
tells how he based characters in Great Expectations on
local Bonchurch residents.
The book retails for £6 plus postage. To order email
e.hutchings@talktalk.net or ring 01983 759090 or write
Mrs Elizabeth Hutchings. Gate House, Gate Lane,
Freshwater Bay, Isle of Wight PO40 9QT.

be enclosed with the book.
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An invoice will

ROCK FILE - edited by Charlie Gillette Published by Pictorial Presentations in association
with New English Library 1972
Ignore the pretentious “Rock” articles and the log of British Chart Hits (1955-1969) is still useful.
AN A-Z OF ROCK’N’ROLL - by Graham Wood Studio Vista 1971
The biographies are very out-of-date, of course, but the photos are very good, including
reproductions of posters for shows and films. The first book on Rock’n’Roll that I bought (I think).
RECORD COLLECTOR 100 GREATEST ROCK’N’ROLL RECORDS Bob Solly Diamond Publishing 2005
Great, glossy publication with reproductions of the labels in full colour.
Interesting, perceptive introduction and prices to collectors (2005). An
extraordinary mistake on p.32 (“Rock Around the Clock”): “…Rudy
Pompilli rolling on the floor with his double bass(!)” I’m not having you in
my band if you can’t tell the difference between a double bass and a tenor
sax! Pedantic Pete, the Grammar Guru, also points out that the author
uses the term “most unique” at least twice in the text. N.B. “unique”
cannot be qualified by any word like “most” – it is either unique or it isn’t.
THE LONDON AMERICAN LEGEND VOLS I & II - compiled by David M. McKee Introduction
by Paul Pelletier Athena Press 2004
Sun, Speciality, Coral etc – great labels but the only label that really mattered to us Rockers in the
‘50s was London American. These two volumes (beautifully produced and exhaustively detailed)
chart the history of the label.
BOB HARRIS’S ROCK DATES - Virgin 1992
Based on his Radio 1 programme (Yuck!) but in spite of that, a very useful source of dates of birth,
deaths and a miscellany of info on recording artists e.g. October 5th 1970: “Papa John Creach joins
Jefferson Airplane.” Thanks, Bob. Now I’ve learned that, I’ll do my best to forget it! Seriously, lots of
stuff for 50s fans.
THE ROCKIN’ 50s - by Arnold Shaw Hawthorn Books Inc. 1974
A survey of the whole 1950’s recording scene from the author, who was
employed as a composer/song-plugger/talent scout. Mistake on p. 166:
“…Vincent was so badly hurt that a leg was amputated.” Wrong, of
course. Doctors always advised Vincent to have it amputated but he
always refused.
CELLULOID ROCK - TWENTY YEARS OF MOVIE ROCK - Philip
Jenkinson and Alan Warner Lorrimer Publishing 1974
Illustrated in B/W and colour. About half of this book is of interest to
Rock’n’Roll fans.
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ROCK ARCHIVES - A Photographic Journey Through the First
Two Decades of Rock’n’Roll - by Michael Ochs, Blandford
Press 1984
Large format, lots of photos (worth the price for that alone) but I am
always irritated by the misuse of the words “Rock” and “Rock’n’Roll”
to mean everything from 50s music (fun entertainment and
danceable) to cerebral, pretentious, humourless stuff like Cream, as
if it were all one. It isn’t!
ROCK’N’ROLL PARTS 1 & 2 - 25 Great Songs from the
Rock’n’Roll era. Wise Publications 1973
Sheet music/chord symbols/potted biogs/photos of the stars.

BIG BEAT HEAT – ALAN FREED AND THE EARLY YEARS OF ROCK & ROLL - by John A.
Jackson, Schirmer Books 1991
An exhaustively researched book on Alan Freed, “Payola’s first
fatality.” (Payola, amazingly, stretches back as far as 1863! - the
word was first used in 1916.) With 30pp of notes, bibliography,
discography, filmography. Very good photos.
ROCK FILE 3 - Panther Books Ltd 1975
Still useful for info on writers of pop hits and, in particular, the writers
and the original American versions of every British Top Twenty hit
since 1955.
THE ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF ROCK VOL 1 – THE AGE OF
ROCK’N’ROLL - Edited by Phil Hardy and Dave Laing, Panther
paperback 1976
Just a glance at the list of contributors to this volume is reassuring.
A lot of well-known, well-informed and well-respected writers on
1950s Rock’n’Roll. Dated in some ways, of course, but the basic
info does not date.
LET THE GOOD TIMES ROCK - by Bill Millar, Music Mentor
Books 1971-2004
Respected Rock’n’Roll writer, Bill Millar’s, exploration of great,
neglected talents in Blues, Doowop, Rockabilly, and many other
genres. Index of people’s names, index of films and shows.
Fascinating and very informative.
NME GUIDE TO ROCK CINEMA - by Fred Dellar
Again, a useful book for us Rock’n’Rollers, as the basic info does not
date.
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NEW ORLEANS SECOND LINE
by Patty Lee and Armand St. Martin
This column, written by husband-wife team Patty Lee and Armand St. Martin, features Roots News From
The Crescent City - - A flavorful gumbo of who's who and what's what of New Orleans Music
It's festival season in New Orleans and throughout Louisiana! March offered locals and visitors a chance to enjoy music,
music and more music on St. Patrick's Day featuring St. Patrick's Day Parades, Irish block parties, an Irish Italian
Parade, and an Italian-Islenos Parade. In Thibodaux there was a Swamp Stomp Festival, in Lake Charles, a Black
Heritage Festival, along with a Czech Heritage Day in Libuse, Earth Fest in New Orleans, a Los Islenos Fiesta in
Chalmette, an Oak Alley Festival in Vacherie, an Oyster Festival in Amite, a Rabbit Festival in Iowa (yes Iowa,
Louisiana!), a Bluegrass Festival in Oak Grove, a Sicilian Heritage Festival in Independence, a Crawfish Festival in
Chalmette, and a Tennessee Williams Festival in the French Quarter, to just list a few. For further enjoyment, topped
off with music, there were Etouffee Cook-Offs, St. Joseph's Day Altar displays, Arts and Crafts Fairs, Smokin' Blues and
BBQ Challenges, a Great Gator Race, Spring Festivals, and Civil War enactments along with the Calling of the Tribes
Pow-Wow! Just about "anything festival goes" in this diverse and unique culture of Louisiana. With these special events
there is always the need for great local Louisiana music performances.
April of course annually brings us our two most-known festivals held right In New Orleans: the French Quarter Festival
(FQF) and the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival that folks simply call Jazz Fest. April will delight with more
musical fun provided at upcoming festivals around the Pelican State such as Festival International in Lafayette, the
Cajun Festival in Marrero, the Catfish Festival in Winnsboro, Blues Week and Festival in Baton Rouge, Boggy Bayou
Festival in Pine Prairie, Great Louisiana Bird Fest in Mandeville, Great Southern R.V. Bluegrass in Angie, Italian
Heritage Festival in Kenner, Jazz/R&B Festival in Natchitoches, even a Kite Festival in Port Allen and a Migratory Bird
Celebration in Grand Isle! The Cajun Hot Sauce Festival is in New Iberia, the Angola Prison Rodeo in Angola, Bayou
Teche Bear Fest in Franklin, Laotian New Year Festival in New Iberia, Festival de la Prairie in Prairieville, Cracklin'
Cookoff in Cutoff, ChazFest in New Orleans, Cajun Woodstock for St. Judes in Church Point, Louisiana Railroad Days
Festival in DeQuincy, Old Algiers River Fest in Algiers, Saint Joan of Arc Spring Festival in LaPlace, Springfest in
Denham Springs, Strawberry Festival in Pontchatoula, Tomato Festival in Chalmette, Cypress Sawmill Festival in
Patterson, and the Blessing of the Fleet is in Dulac, Golden Meadow and other towns along our waterways. The ear
candy at any festival is music!
The French Quarter Festival (FQF), April 12-15, 2012 is dubbed "The Largest Free Music Festival in the South!" This
year it touts "22 stages of free music" spread throughout the French Quarter, with approximately 5 acts on each stage
each day. A Second-Line Kickoff Parade led by the New Birth Brass Band will set the fest off in style, with a Festival
Kickoff Party the day before at the House of Blues, and fireworks on the Mississippi River "closing opening night."
Interviews with musicians at the Louisiana State Museum's Old U.S. Mint will feature New Orleans' own 100-year-old
trumpeter Lionel Ferbos who turns 101 in July as he continues to sing and perform regularly in New Orleans jazz clubs.
Free lessons at outdoor dance floors will be offered by NOLA Jitterbugs doing traditional jazz dance, the Dance Quarter
teaching swing dance, and NOLA Zydeco will head up zydeco and Cajun Jitterbug. Sounds of Benny Goodman, Glenn
Miller, Count Basie and other great songs from the 30's, 40's, and 50's will lure romantics to "Dancing at Dusk" - to the
music of Rocky's Hot Fox Trot Orchestra. There will also be the St. Louis Cathedral Annual Spring Concert indoors with
Chamber Singers and Chorales. Opera, classical music, the Symphony Chorus of New Orleans, harpists, and string
quartets plan to fill the Classical Music Stage, with an equally great line-up for the other 21 stages scheduled to be
scattered strategically all around the French Quarter and riverbank.
A short list of colorful musical acts scheduled for the FQF include Armand St. Martin, Deacon John, Amanda Shaw &
the Cute Guys, Treme Brass Band, Susan Cowsill Band, Dikki Du and the Zydeco Krewe, Bruce Daigrepont Cajun
Band, the Pfister Sisters, Walter Wolfman, Lena Prima, the Pine Leaf Boys, Jonno & Bayou Deville, Leroy Thomas &
the Zydeco Road Runners, Little Freddie King, Storyville Stompers Brass Band, Dwayne Dopsie & the Zydeco
Hellraisers, Original Dixieland Jazz Band, Wanda Rouzan, Fritzel's New Orleans Jazz Band, the Dukes of Dixieland,
Orange Kellin's New Orleans DeLuxe Orchestra, Washboard Chaz Blues Trio, and Big Chief Bo Dollis and the Wild
Magnolias.
St. Martin will be performing his solo New Orleans-styled piano and Louisiana original songs (including his new song
release on iTunes, "Potholes and Politicians"). He'll flavor the BMI Songwriter's Stage at the Historic New Orleans
Collection Courtyard on Royal Street for the second year in a row. His performance will be filmed for a video release on
the internet. Over these three FQF days, the French Quarter will be wonderfully filled with free music everywhere: in
blocked-off streets, on indoor and outdoor stages, in club venues, and in parks. Shops and restaurants will be open for
business. It's leisurely, family-oriented, and many locals agree, "The FQB has the feel of the Jazz Fest before Jazz Fest
became so big, expensive and commercialized." For those wanting to enjoy New Orleans and Louisiana in the
springtime, the FQB is a festival we particularly recommend!
Speaking of the 2012 Jazz and Heritage Festival, sponsored by Shell on April 27, 28, 29, and May 3, 4, 5, 6, a number
of acts stand out: Bruce Springsteen & the E Street Band, the Beach Boys, Little Anthony & the Imperials, the Eagles,
My Morning Jacket, The Dixie Cups, Frankie Ford, Tom Petty & the Heartbreakers, Jean Knight, Dr. John, Irma Thomas,
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Ernie Vincent & the Top Notes, Bonnie Raitt, Buckwheat Zydeco, Zulu and Big Nine Social Aid & Pleasure Clubs, Ironin'
Board Sam, Neville Brothers, Tab Benoit, Ani DiFranco, Asleep at the Wheel, Dynamic Smooth Family Gospel Singers,
Iguanas, Buffalo Hunters and Apache Hunters Mardi Gras Indians, Soul Rebels, Guitar Slim, Jr., Trombone Shorty &
Orleans Avenue, Steve Riley & the Mamou Playboys, Ellis Marsalis, the Electrifying Crown Seekers, and a ton of other
worthy acts. Armand St. Martin will serve as the Roving Artist Reporter reporting live from various Jazz Fest festivities
for DJ Bette Carl on Hooah!!!Radio (internet radio for USA military around the world sporting 68.4 million web-hits in
2010 alone).
And... speaking of the Beach Boys, a terrific music friend of ours, Larry Tremaine, visited us in New Orleans from Los
Angeles one weekend and attended one of Armand's solo performances at a music reunion at the former Jimmy's Club
in uptown. Larry is a musician and singer, and plays the banjo, guitar, piano, and drums, as well as other instruments.
He says, "I love the New Orleans sound, and I am a great supporter of Armand's music. I love watching the way Armand
makes the crowd dance!" More so, Larry has quite an interesting music story of his own. "Elvis gave me the name Larry
Tremaine while I was having lunch with a friend at one of the studios in L.A.," Larry explains. "Elvis was sitting next to
us, having lunch and his own meeting in the studio commissary where the famous stars and musicians like me could sit
and dine on the studio lot. Elvis overheard our conversation about how I was looking for a catchy last name for my music.
Elvis looked over and tossed out, 'Why don't you use Tremaine?' I did and it stuck! In the following months Elvis and I
even played football together," Larry recounts.
Larry Tremaine of Larry Tremaine and the
Renegades, and Armand St. Martin when
Armand St. Martin and his Bayou
Bohemians headlined at the Long Beach
Crawfish Festival
Dona and Larry Tremaine, Los
Angeles, at an Armand St. Martin
and his Bayou Bohemians' concert

By 1961, Larry Tremaine teamed up with a late-1950's Southern California band called the Renegades. Together they
morphed into Larry Tremaine and the Renegades. While Armand was playing in professional cover bands in New
Orleans by age 16, ironically Larry at age 17 was also singing in his own Rock'n'Roll cover band. Renegade drummer
Rick Henn went to school with now-deceased Beach Boy Carl Wilson. Marty DiGiovanni was on keyboards. (The other
Renegade players Steve O'Riley, Eddy Medora, and Vince Hozier are now deceased.) Besides being a band member
with this popular group sporting his own name, Larry had a keen knack for booking bands and keeping the teenagers
dancing. "Larry Tremaine and the Renegades and our promoters didn't want the music to stop because the kids wanted
to dance nonstop at our shows," Larry recounts. "So I hired the Beach Boys, a local band, to play during our 15-minute
breaks. Sometime around 1962, the Beach Boys had their stuff together," Larry continues, "and their father, Murry
Wilson, was pushing their act. I thought they were good and I knew Murry by now, so I helped take them to Capitol
Records. By opening these doors, I helped launch The Beach Boys' career. Being 17-18 at the time, I had no idea how
to sign something to get a piece of the action, so I just continued to book them at dances and made some good money
that way, so I was happy at the time!"
While Larry kept his own Rock’n’Roll band, Larry Tremaine and the Renegades, successfully working, he also began
booking as many as thirty other bands at events since Larry Tremaine and the Renegades were too busy to play all the
jobs offered them. "We even played the party after the Academy Awards in 1963 for all the winning stars and their
guests," Larry describes. "And, while singing in my band and introducing all the other opening acts that played with our
band, I also worked with most of the great DJs in Los Angeles." These DJs kept encouraging Larry to "go into radio,"
telling him he "was a natural." Thus, Larry started his more serious interests in radio when he joined up as a DJ at KBLA
in L.A. (He would eventually go on to KDAY, KRLA, and then to KCET-TV, KABC-TV, and KTTV-TV.)
Meanwhile, the Beach Boys' father was fired by his own sons around 1964, so Murry chose to manage none other than
The Renegades, renaming them The Sunrays and turning them into a Beach Boys' clone with their hit, "I Live for the
Sun." Per chance, Glenn Campbell even played guitar on the record. (Later, The Sunrays opened for the Beach Boys
on tour around the USA and Canada.) Larry with his super personality was non-stop busy enjoying his own professional
route by that time. He had quickly risen to become a phenomenal Top 40 DJ as "Lovable Larry" and "The Geator with
the Heater" (a play on alligator). He also had become the popular television host for the "Casino Royale Dance Party,"
a 1968 nationally syndicated dance show. Larry adds, "This television show was taped live and included dancers at
Channel 13, KTTV-TV in Los Angeles. We featured some of the great groups of the 60's: Creedence Clearwater Revival,
The Lovin' Spoonful, Peter, Paul and Mary, and Jefferson Airplane, plus more, along with local bands that rocked." Larry
also booked the talent for his hit television show.
Back in 1964, Radio Caroline, the radio station located off the Essex Coast in a pirate boat "began its first official
broadcast on Easter Sunday, 1964!" (48 years ago this coming Easter weekend 2012!) And, by June 1970, during
election week in England, The Geator with the Heater - who was barely in his mid-20s and was already known as a
famous American DJ, singer, entertainer, television host, booker of music acts, and visionary - became the replacement
for Radio Caroline's Program Director. Larry broadcast every day during election week on "Radio Caroline
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International." (Before June, as well as after the elections, Larry hosted his weekly
Sunday afternoon Rock’n’Roll show for Radio Caroline & Radio Northsea International.)
"I worked from land and went out to the ship in the North Sea every weekend to work
with the DJs to keep things moving." Larry's programming and other contributions made
the station an even bigger success.
"I wasn't originally going to England to do radio!" Larry shares. "I was going on my
honeymoon, along with my original intentions in 1969 of starting a National Talent
Contest called Larry Tremaine's Battle of the Bands, with music groups from all over
Great Britain. My plan for a shorter stay ended up being two years in England instead."
The Sunrays managed
Part of this stay was Larry taking over the management of Europe's Pirate Radio in the
by Murry Wilson
North Sea. "As the Program Director of Radio Northsea International (RNI), I also
became the Managing Director of the company operating Caroline Radio International
and RNI." Though the Tories won the General Election and agreed to allow private citizens of Great Britain to own radio
stations for the first time in British history, Radio Caroline's jamming troubles didn't immediately cease. Larry stopped
being on-air for Radio Caroline by September 1970; by 1971, he had moved back to the United States. With his career
always productive, Larry's list of credits included over the years, "Giving Herb Alpert his first jobs playing trumpet on
stage (The Lonely Bull), and working with Humble Harvey Miller, Wolfman Jack, Dick 'Huggy Boy' Hugg, Wink
Martindale, Sam Riddle, Reb Foster, Casey Casem, and many other greats in L.A. Radio." He adds, "As a songwriter,
I worked with DJ Roger Christian who was a very popular DJ on one of the top music stations in L.A., KFWB, and I did
dances with him back in the day. Roger also met the Beach Boys around the same music scene when I was in the midst
of all that. We both worked on songs with them," Larry reminisces. Currently, Larry lives in Beverly Hills and owns the
Carol Lawrence Fine Art Gallery chain. Larry is quick to add, "Creedence has always been one of my favorite artists and
I love the rockabilly sound and 1950's music. I play 50's music on the air anytime they let me, and I still sing at charity
events and night clubs. My favorite song is without a doubt, Johnny B. Goode!" Larry is in The Pirate Radio Hall of Fame.
Larry did broadcasts in June 2011 at the International Radio Festival (IRF). "Being a part of the Pirate Radio movement
was a real thrill and to have the experience was a crazy time that I myself cannot believe I did it!," Larry smiles. "We
took chances that you have to be YOUNG TO TAKE!" Also in June 2011 at the IRF, Larry was honored with a Lifetime
Achievement Award by the International Radio Festival in Zurich, Switzerland for 'Changing The Way Radio Was Heard
in Europe.'

Larry Tremaine onboard
Radio Caroline, 1970

"Larry Tremaine RNI Special"
(offered on eBay)

The Geator with the Heater, Larry Tremaine,
on Radio Caroline, Summer 1970

International Radio Festival, Zurich
A Tribute to the UK Offshore Pirates, Wed 15th June, 2011
08:00 - 10:00 Tony Blackburn, Caroline South, London
10:00 - 12:00 Mark Wesley, Essex/270/Scotland
12:00 - 14:00 Paul Burnett, 270
14:00 - 16:00 Ed Stewart, London
16:00 - 18:00 Larry Tremaine, RNI
18:00 - 20:00 Emperor Rosko, Caroline South
20:00 - 22:00 Tony Prince, Caroline South and North
To enjoy more about Larry Tremaine's upcoming book about his up-close and personal Hollywood tales and adventures
with Radio Caroline, as well as more about New Orleans music news from Patty Lee and Armand St. Martin . . .
stay tuned. . .
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The Halstead Riot
As witnessed by John Howard
Sixty years to the month of the world's first Rock’n’Roll riot, a somewhat smaller show in the depths
of Essex proved that The Big Beat can still cause riotous behaviour.
It was DJ Alan Freed's Moondog Coronation Ball at the Cleveland Arena in 1952 that led to 10,000
music fans running amok. It was slightly fewer at the Halstead Empire, when half a dozen headliners
aimed to turn back the clock to the late fifties for promoter Keith Woods.
Early on, the high-spirited second row in the main auditorium amused itself slurping wine and
making catcalls to the acts, to the intense irritation of front-row Teds who had paid £15 to enjoy a
bill featuring Matchbox frontman Graham Fenton, Top Rank/Decca recording artist Danny Rivers,
from Wham! TV show singer Peter Wynne, and lesser knowns Jon Longo and Rockin' Gerry
Champion, with special guest Dave Sampson.
When the house lights went up to mark the end of the first half, the Teds turned on the
troublemakers, singling out one Peggy Mount soundalike, seemingly out to prove that brain-dead
Chavs did not live only in south west Essex.
Confrontation and threats from both sides followed until police were called, and the woman and her
party were escorted from the premises, cussing and struggling, and vowing revenge.
Not that the night was without humour, as you will see.
Rockin' Gerry Champion in a bright red jacket
opened proceedings with Fats Domino's I'm Ready
which led into Jailhouse Rock before promoter Keith
Woods strode on to the stage in his trademark
Sandeman hat and proceeded to demonstrate why
those who have trouble pronouncing the letter R
Keith and hat
should seldom be invited to MC. If ever.
Claire and Gerry
He introduced an enthusiastic Jon Longo
strumming a green amplified acoustic and, with his pate shining,
proceeded to do great justice to a couple of Tommy Steele numbers and
some of his own favourites. A large black lectern obscured his face from
90 per cent of the audience, so it was just as well he moved around a
little.
Jon and stand
Meanwhile, Keith's protégés, known as The TFTW Houseband, proved
their worth once more, with guitarist John Spencely providing totally accurate guitar tones on
well-known tracks including Cincinnati Fireball and Teenage Heaven, while Claire Hamlin's piano,
Robb Davies' bass and Brian Bunter Clark's drums gave us a far better sound than we ever got
at a live concert in the fifties.
Next up, Peter Wynne, who appeared on the bill of the first Gene Vincent/Eddie
Cochran UK tour, turned out to be a big-voiced baritone with a full head of black
hair, shades, and a tuxedo. Opening with Don Gibson's Sea of Heartbreak, he
reached the high notes on It's Only Make Believe, and continued with his cut of
the Platters’ Twilight Time before a spot of rocking on That's Alright, Mama
before abandoning that for some MoR and country. He's made a good living on
cruise ships for the past fifty-plus years, so who can complain if he has
diversified?
After the interval shenanigans, more fun was to come.
The house lights went down, and Rockin' Gerry was announced. No Gerry.
Pete
Laughter from the audience. A very definite announcement of Gerry from Keith
Woods. Still no Gerry, cue more laughter.
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Gerry then bounded onstage to illustrate graphically where he had been when he should have been
onstage, and opened with I'm Ready, which of course he wasn't, apparently forgetting he had
performed the number in the first half. Meanwhile, many in the audience were by this point rolling
on the floor laughing, due to an inadvertent "wardrobe malfunction" - Gerry's flies were undone.
Guitarist Spencely eventually managed to warn Gerry of the problem, and Gerry continued with two
wildly inappropriate numbers given the circumstance - Flip, Flop and Fly, and Great Balls of Fire.
The audience had tears of laughter cascading down their cheeks.
It was left to the relaxed and confident Danny Rivers to
bring some order to the proceedings, and he proved that
neither his big voice, nor his even bigger head of hair, had
deteriorated one jot since Joe Meek decided to make him
a star. Opening with Danny, which he credited to Marty
Wilde, he rocked out on 20 Flight Rock and got nearly all
the words right, extended Lowell Folsom’s Reconsider
Baby beyond the Elvis version, gave a name check to
fellow Meek protégé Michael Cox when he performed
Sweet Little Sixteen, and gave a Danny
John
and
Robb
couple more nods to Elvis with I
Forgot to Remember to Forget and Baby Let’s Play House.
He checked his own back pages with I Got and Can’t You Hear My Heart,
played a couple of more Elvis-associated tracks, and then enjoyed the
tumultuous applause. Well earned.
Graham Fenton, in cowboy hat and snazzy western jacket, had seventies
hits associated with Buddy Holly and Freddie Cannon, but his idol is Gene
Vincent, with whom he shares a clear, high tone in his singing voice, and his
opener Right Now proved he deserved his place at the top of the bill. It was
into Somethin’ Else, and then a showcase for both Graham and keyboardist
Graham
Claire on Rocky Road Blues.
Graham and John
When You Ask About Love and Buzz Buzz a Diddle It, both
Matchbox biggies, were present and correct, but Give Me the Right,
a cousin of Elvis’ One Night, and a Skeets McDonald obscurity
Heart Breakin’ Mama, on the original of which Eddie Cochran was
said to play guitar, were more of a surprise. A pleasant one.
Graham has a new CD Raging Heart, which would seem to be well
worth a listen, and he did good business selling it.
Rest of the set included I Got My Eyes On You, Pretend, Ronnie
Hawkins’ Southern Love, before a storming take on Rockabilly Rebel, now a classic.
The whole cast were brought back on stage for an ensemble version of Whole Lotta Shaking Goin’
On, with Dave Sampson introduced for a verse
of Your Mama Don’t Dance in the middle.
A standing ovation must have sent the whole
team home happy. It was well deserved.

Pete and the Houseband
Graham, Jon, Danny,

Dave,

Pete
Words - John Howard, pictures - Ken Major
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JAZZ JUNCTION
We apologise that, due to essential engineering works,
Jazz Junction is currently unavailable
However, a replacement buzz service has been provided below.
The management is sorry for any inconvenience this may cause but
assure you that normal service will be resumed as soon as possible.
No refunds will be made on this occasion.
Tickets not transferable, all rights reserved.
The value of articles may go down as well as up.
Your magazine is refundable but you may be required to pay an administration fee.

Welcome to
The 'Tales From The Woods' round up of gigs
where you really need to show your face.
Hot News gang straight from the TFTW printing press.
The line up is now complete for the 2013 Tales From The Woods 2is Reunion/British Rock’n’Roll
Heritage Show No 7, which will take place for the third year running at London’s Borderline on
Sunday 25th January. Headlining is Cliff Bennett who will be bringing along his one-time Rebel
Rouser who is still playing alongside Cliff after well over half a century, Sid Phillips.
Mike Berry is a name we have talked about having on the show for a couple of years, and it’s finally
going to happen in January. The fantastic voice of Liverpool lady Beryl Marsden will I am sure be
blowing us all away, as will the powerful lungs of Vince Eager, no stranger to a Tales From The
Woods stage, back by public demand and keeping the flame of the 2is alive. Robb Shenton will
be making his London stage debut; his highly acclaimed CD We’re Gonna Rock, has been creating
considerable waves amongst the rockin’ clubbers and weekenders. Wee Willie Harris has been on
the first four of our annual events and national treasure Willie will be celebrating his 80th Birthday
soon after our January show. We could not let this important landmark pass without recognition so
Willie will be a special guest; a celebration both of his 80th and his six decades in the music business.
Alex Bland who put on such a sterling performance behind the artists on this past January’s show
including headliner the wonderful Kingsize Taylor will be back with us along with MC Rockin Ricky,
DJ John Howard (otherwise known within these pages as Mr Angry) and of course John Spencely
on lead guitar, Claire Hamlin keyboards Robb Davis bass guitar, Brian Bunter Clark drums,
collectively known and admired as the Tales From The Woods Houseband.
Tickets are anticipated to go on sale from the 1st June, so you need to keep your eyes peeled on
the website or on our round-robin emails dispatched by our membership secretary Ken Major. With
Lazy Lester returning to a TFTW stage in July, bringing along this time, from the USA The Bayou
Brothers. A yet to be announced surprise is in store for November. Three good reasons to keep
checking out our website as ever in the reliable and capable hands of webmaster Alan Lloyd.
Enough natter from me for this issue, time to hand over to Mr Jazz Junction himself Dave Carroll for
another of his eagerly awaited gig guides.
See you in June folks.
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Cliff Edmonds - gigs for 2012
13th April - Waltham Cross
21st April - Ordnance Road WMC Enfield
28th April - Crondall
4th May - Waltham Cross
13th May - Bowaters, Northfleet
18th May - Pavilion, Battersea
8th June - Waltham Cross
16th June - Cliff And The Town Rebels, Callela, Spain
22nd June - Cliff And The Town Rebels, Hannover, Germany
23rd June - Cliff And The Town Rebels, Essen, Germany
24th June - Cliff And The Town Rebels, Geissen, Germany

Lazy Lester’s July dates
6th Americano Festival, Newark (with The Bayou Brothers)
7th The Musician, Leicester (with The Bayou Brothers)
8th The Water Rats Theatre, Kings Cross, London (with The Bayou Brothers)
10th Riffs Bar, Hook, Wiltshire (solo)
11th The Norman Knight, Witchford nr Lower Brailles (solo)
this gig is at a micro Brewery so have to keep my eye on Lester
12th Chapel Arts Festival, Bath (with The Bayou Brothers)
13th The Vintage Festival, Northampton (with Little George)
17th The Barn On The Square, Ilminster (solo)
19th Dunster Castle, Somerset (solo)
20th Port Elliot Festival, Cornwall (with The Bayou Brothers)
28th Cambridge Folk Festival (with Little George) TBC
29th The Gloucester Blues Festival (with Little George)

The Gig List
Information is obtained from various sources and is hopefully accurate.
The advice ‘check before travelling’ remains sound.

April 2012
7
Saturday
The Trashmen
Finally their first UK show? ‘8.00 pm to 6.00 am / headline act on stage by 10.00 pm’
229 the venue, 229 Great Portland Street, W1W 5PN
£22 + fees, £25 door
8
Sunday
Maxine Brown
Senior soulstress lately here for Kent Records 25th anniversary.
229 the venue, 229 Great Portland Street, W1W 5PN
CANCELLED
12
Thursday
Woody Pines
Not a sad subscriber but, according to Billie Joe Shaver, ‘the best damn band I ever heard!’
The Green Note, Camden £10
12
Thursday
Ben E King (also Friday 13 and Saturday 14)
Hopefully able to extend himself vocally more than on his last UK visit.
Jazz Cafe
£30
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14
Saturday
Brenda Russell
First UK visit in more than 20 years for ‘Piano In The Dark’ lady.
Union Chapel £30 + fees
19
Thursday
Si Cranstoun (The Dualers)
From Upminster to Camden – the sign of success.
Jazz Cafe
£12
19
Thursday
Patti Austin
From Harlem to Highbury - definitely worth singing about.
Islington Assembly Hall, Upper Street, Islington N1 2UD £27.50 & £37.50
20
Friday
Dave Alvin & The Guilty Ones
What happened to the Guilty Women? Sounds like Mr Alvin has gone PC.
Jazz Cafe
SOLD OUT
21
Saturday
The Metrotones
‘UK’s top doo-wop group’.
All Saints Arts Centre, Whetstone £12
22
Sunday
Stacey Earle & Mark Stuart
Wife and husband duo, both members of Steve Earles’ band The Dukes (she being his sister).
Cabbage Patch, Twickenham
£9
26
Thursday
Guy Davis
Acoustic blues from the son of the late Ossie Davis.
The Green Note, Camden £14
27
Friday
Simone Felice
Americana artist who, although no longer a Felice Brother, will be singing some of their classics plus material from his new release.
Bush Hall, W12 7LJ £15
29
Sunday
Melba Moore
Taking a break from fighting temptations, US soul queen drops down in Camden.
Jazz Cafe
£19.50
29
Sunday
Kevin Welch
Singer-songwriter with home in country music, and Texas.
Cabbage Patch, Twickenham
£9
May 2012
1
Tuesday
Chas & His Band
Expect some good old rock ‘n’ roll. (Can’t understand how anyone could be better without a Dave myself).
The Half Moon, Putney
£14
1
Tuesday
Martin Simpson
Diamond guitarist, storyteller and folk artist. Expect to see BJ Cole if he is with band.
Green Note @ The Old Queens Head, 44 Essex Road, N1 8LN £15
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4
Friday
Candi Staton
Still doing it in the name of southern soul. The evidence is in her fame.
Islington Assembly Hall, Upper Street, Islington N1 2UD £25 & £32.50 (+ fees)
11
Friday
JD McPherson
Promoting his ‘seductively kickass’ debut Rounder album (a re-issue of the one on Hi-Style Records).
Borderline £10
20
Sunday
Duane Eddy
Guitar legend making swift UK return.
Queen Elizabeth Hall £25/£30
22
Tuesday
The Skatalites
Lester Sterling may be the only original left, but they are still a potent force.
Islington Assembly Hall
£23.50/£27.50 (+ fees)
31
Thursday
Stacey Earle & Mark Stuart
Wife and husband duo, both members of Steve Earles’ band The Dukes (she being his sister). Fresh from
triumph in Twickenham.
The Green Note, Camden £12.50
June 2012
4
Monday
The Hackensaw Boys
Fed up with the royal celebrations? Why not go for a knees-up with this Americana band from Charlottesville.
Borderline £12.50
14
Thursday
Lucy Wainwright Roche
The daughter of a Wainwright and a Roche ought to be enough pedigree to tempt strangers out.
The Slaughtered Lamb
£13.50
26
Tuesday
Robert Cray
Part of Bluesfest 2012.
Shepherd’s Bush Empire
£27.50/£30
30
Saturday
Charles Bradley & His Extraordinaires
Gritty soul and funk from the Screaming Eagle of Soul.
Under The Bridge £18.50
July 2012
11
Wednesday Betty Wright (also Thursday 12 and Friday 13)
Clean Up woman ‘showcasing tracks from her recent album, The Movie, produced by The Roots’.
Jazz Cafe
£30
14
Saturday
The Impressions (also Sunday 15)
Reminding us of the great loss of Curtis. Last year’s Barbican gig was out of this world too.
Jazz Cafe
£26.50
18
Wednesday Dr John (also Thursday 19)
The Night Tripper returns to the scene of last year’s sell-out Bluesfest performance.
Under The Bridge £30
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If you wish to be placed on our mailing list to receive the free on-line magazine (around six issues per annum),
occasional newsletters/round robin emails which advise all our subscribers of items of interest, reductions on all
TFTW gigs/merchandise, also reductions on other selected promotions, automatic invitations to all TFTW social
events, or if you wish to advertise in the UK’s only on-line roots music magazine, please contact

‘Tales from the Woods’
25 Queen Anne Avenue, Bromley, Kent, BR2 0SA
Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to

TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk

All subscribers receive a membership card. For those who do not possess a computer we send out black
and white paper copies of the mag which will incur a fee of £10 per year.

Remember - you’re only young twice...... Keith Woods
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